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Abstract

In real-world policymaking, concrete and viable policy alternatives do not just appear out of thin air;
they must be developed by someone with both the expertise and willingness to do so. We develop
a model that explores the implications of strategic policy development by ideologically motivated
actors, who craft competing high quality policies for a decisionmaker. We find that the process
is characterized by unequal participation, inefficiently unpredictable and extreme outcomes, wasted
effort, and an apparent bias toward extreme policies. When one proposer becomes asymmetrically
extreme or capable they develop more extreme proposals, while their competitor moderates their
proposals, increasingly declines to participate, and is harmed. Despite this, the decisionmaker benefits
due to the increasing quality investments of the more extreme or capable proposer. The model thus
provides rationale for why an ideologically extreme faction may come to dominate policymaking that
is rooted in the nature of productive policy competition.



The reasonable man adapts himself to the world: the unreasonable one persists in trying to

adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the unreasonable man.

– George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman (1903)

Ideological conflict is a key driver of competition among political elites (Converse (1964); Hinich and

Munger (1994)); politically-active citizens, politicians, parties, and interest groups compete through

elections and the policymaking process to have public policies enacted that reflect their ideological

interests. Correspondingly, the political science literature has devoted a great deal of attention to

studying these processes in order to better understand why some policies become law and not others.

However, for the most part the literature has paid less attention to the process of developing the

public policies themselves. Instead, the final adoption of a policy is typically thought of, or explicitly

modeled, as some choice that is simply made from an available set of alternatives.

But in real world policymaking, policies that achieve a particular goal cannot just be freely chosen

from the “theoretical infinity of them.” Rather, as Kingdon (1984) puts it in his sweeping work

on the policy process, “before a subject can attain a solid position on a decision agenda, a viable

alternative [must be] available for decisionmakers to consider” (p142, emphasis added). He recounts

one presidential staffer’s perspective on the development of viable policies as follows (p132):

Just attending to all the technical details of putting together a real proposal takes a lot

of time. There’s tremendous detail in the work. It’s one thing to lay out a statement of

principles or a general proposal, but its quite another thing to staff out all the technical

work that is required to actually put a real detailed proposal together.

Who will “invest the resources – time, energy, reputation, and sometimes money” (Kingdon (1984),

p122) to craft concrete, specific, and viable policy alternatives that reflect a particular goal or set

of ideological interests? When and why do they do so? And how does the process of costly policy

development itself, and the competition between participants in the process, influence what policies

are ultimately adopted?

In this paper we analyze a parsimonious model of policy development in which policies must be

designed by competing actors, at some cost to themselves, and with no guarantee that their policy will
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actually be adopted. To do so we generalize the symmetric model of competitive policy development

in Hirsch and Shotts (2015), which in turn builds on a burgeoning literature modeling policies as

consisting of both an ideological component – over which participants in the policymaking process

disagree – and a quality component – that all participants in the process value. Such models and

related variants have been applied to a variety of settings in the political science literature, including

policy development in legislatures (Hirsch and Shotts (2012); Hitt, Volden and Wiseman (2017)),

expertise acquisition in bureaucracies (Ting (2011); Turner (2017)), judicial opinion writing (Lax and

Cameron (2007)), lobbying and rulemaking (Hirsch and Shotts (2018)), federalism (Sasso (2019)), and

industry (self) regulation (McCarty (2017)).

Because two proposers have the opportunity to craft policies in our model, the policymaking process

takes the form of a contest between them (Tullock (1980)). Specifically, the proposers craft competing

policy proposals that reflect their ideological interests, but then also make costly up-front investments

in their proposal’s quality to improve its appeal to a decisionmaker. Quality is modelled as a policy-

specific “public good” distinct from ideology that all participants in the process value, and is intended

to capture the sorts of “criteria for survival” that Kingdon identifies for policy proposals; among these

are technical and administrative feasibility, efficacy, equity, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness (Kingdon

(1984), Ch. 6). But crucially, like the “policy entrepreneurs” in Kingdon’s theory, the proposers’

predominant motive for investing in quality is ideological – they seek to entice the decisionmaker to

select their policy proposal over their competitor’s because “they want to promote their values, or

affect the shape of public policy” (Kingdon (1984), p123). Thus, although ideology and quality are

theoretically distinct in our framework, once the set of actually-available policies is considered they

cannot be disentangled ; in our model high quality policies must be crafted by somebody at cost to

themselves, and the individuals and groups willing to do so are ideologically-motivated actors.1

When crafting their respective policies, the proposers in our model face a natural tradeoff between

crafting a more extreme proposal that better reflects their ideological interests – but then also must be

1Worth noting is that the “policy entrepreneurs” in Kingdon’s theory engage in advocacy, while “specialists” who
“see the world in similar ways” engage in policy development. However, the artificiality of this distinction is actually
highlighted by Kingdon himself, who shortly after drawing it recounts conversations with a “knot of ideological liberals”
who “have a view of the proper package of social insurance” and “work to fill in the gaps in that package, piece by piece”
(p133). It is also directly critiqued by Sabatier (1991) – whose influential framework for understanding policy change is
based on competing “advocacy coalitions” that integrate both types of actors.
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higher quality to be appealing to the decisionmaker – vs. a more moderate proposal that requires fewer

such investments to be competitive. The proposers also fear that should their policy fail to be adopted,

they will instead have to live under a policy crafted by their competitor that is ideologically distant,

and of insufficient quality to make up for it. How the proposers resolve these tensions determines their

equilibrium behavior, and the effect of their attributes on the final policy outcome.

Our analysis of the model yields a large number of results; we therefore group them in three

broad categories for the purposes of discussion. First, what are the basic properties and observable

patterns of “policymaking as a contest”? Second, what are the consequences of asymmetric extremism

between participants in the contest – that is, when one of the policy proposers has more extreme

ideological preferences than the other? Finally, what are the consequences of asymmetric ability

between participants in the contest – that is, when one of the policy proposers has greater resources

for policy development, or is intrinsically more capable at doing so?

Policymaking as a Contest We uncover six key properties of policymaking as a contest.

The first three properties pertain to the proposers’ patterns of behavior. First, although the

participants know everyone’s preferences and abilities, their behavior and final policy outcomes are

characterized by unpredictability – when developing their policies, the proposers are always somewhat

uncertain about what exactly their competitor will develop, whose proposal will prevail, and what the

final policy outcome will be. This uncertainty is necessary to incentivize the proposers’ participation in

policymaking – if a proposer were certain that their proposal would fail to be adopted they would would

decline to develop it, and were they certain it would be adopted they would scale back their quality

investments. Second, participation in the policymaking process is generally asymmetric – one proposer

always makes a new policy proposal with a strictly-positive quality investment (which we term being

active), but the other sometimes declines to do so, expecting to be outmatched. These asymmetries

are a natural consequence of asymmetries in the proposer’s ideological preferences and abilities at

developing high quality policies. Third, policy proposals never converge to the decisionmaker’s ideal

ideology. Instead, whenever a proposer develops a policy, its ideology diverges from the decisionmaker’s

ideal in the direction of his own preferences. The reason is that the primary motive for developing a

proposal is to induce a policy outcome closer to one’s ideal than what would otherwise prevail.

The next two properties pertain to the welfare of the participants. First, we find that competition
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over policy benefits the decisionmaker, but is costly to the proposers. Specifically, the decisionmaker

is always strictly better off under competition as compared to only receiving proposals from one of the

two proposers. Surprisingly, this is true even if one of the proposers is perfectly aligned with her; the

decisionmaker would never want to preclude participation by even a very ideologically-distant com-

petitor. In contrast, a proposer is always strictly harmed by facing competition as compared to having

“monopoly” proposal rights, even when his competitor makes substantial equilibrium investments in

quality. Second, despite benefitting the decisionmaker, policymaking as a contest is very inefficient

in several ways that would be avoided if the decisionmaker could commit ex-ante to whose policy she

would choose, and under what conditions. For one, the expected ideological outcome is generically

different from both the decisionmaker’s ideal, and the outcome that would maximize social welfare.

In addition, the contest generates substantial uncertainty about the ideological outcome, and there is

a high likelihood that the final outcome will be ideologically extreme in either direction; this harms

all participants in the process due to risk aversion. Lastly, there is significant waste, as the benefits of

any quality invested to improve the losing proposal are lost.

The final property pertains to the decisionmaker’s behavior. Surprisingly, her observable policy

choices exhibit an endogenous bias toward extreme policies. Specifically, in equilibrium the decision-

maker is more likely to choose more extreme proposals from a given player than more moderate

ones. In the special case of equally-capable proposers with equally extreme preferences, the decision-

maker will always choose the most extreme proposal presented (see also Hirsch and Shotts (2015)).

This counterintuitive behavior results from the proposers’ strategic investments in quality. When a

proposer chooses to make a more extreme proposal, he naturally anticipates that it will need to be

greater quality to be competitive. However, in equilibrium he actually overinvests in the quality of

extreme proposals, so that they are overall more appealing to the decisionmaker. The model thus

provides a rationale for why extreme proposals may come to dominate the policy conversation – one

that that is rooted in the strategic incentives for productive policy development, rather than a biased

or captured process that excludes moderate voices. An additional empirical implication is that when

policy proposals are developed strategically, the underlying preferences of decisionmakers cannot be

straightforwardly inferred from just the ideology of the policies that they choose.
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Asymmetric Extremism We next consider the implications of asymmetric extremism for policy-

making as a contest. Asymmetries in extremism arise naturally at the level of national politics as

the parties vacillate between extremism and moderation in response to the preferences of their base

and internal organizational dynamics (Masket (2011)); indeed, many have recently argued that con-

temporary politics in the United States is characterized by asymmetric extremism (Grossmann and

Hopkins (2016); McCarty (2015)). Asymmetric extremism also arises naturally within policymaking

institutions including legislatures, bureaucracies, and courts as a result of electoral outcomes and po-

litical appointments (Lewis (2011)); for example, civil servants within a federal agency may consist of

members of both parties, but the appointed political leadership will more closely reflect the President’s

preferences and so be better aligned with one faction within the agency.

The politics of asymmetric extremism exhibit a number of surprising patterns. First, participation

in policy development is unsurprisingly asymmetric. Intuition might suggest that it is the more

moderate proposer who will be more likely to develop a proposal because he is better aligned with

the decisionmaker. But in fact, it is the more extreme proposer who is more likely to develop a

proposal – the reason is that he is more highly motivated to make costly investments in quality in

order to move ideological outcomes in his direction. The extreme proposer unsurprisingly makes (first

order stochastically) more extreme proposals than his moderate competitor, and they are also higher

quality in order to “compensate” the decisionmaker for their greater extremism. Strikingly, however,

an extremist invests so much more in quality by virtue of his greater motivation that his proposals

are also better for the decisionmaker’s (first order stochastically) than the moderate’s; the extremist

is thus strictly more likely to have his proposal implemented despite its greater extremism!

We next analyze what happens to the proposers’ behavior, policy outcomes, and the players’

welfare as one of the proposers becomes unilaterally more extreme. Greater intrinsic extremism causes

a proposer to become more active in policymaking and to also develop more extreme proposals, but that

are also higher quality and better overall for the decisionmaker. Interestingly, his competitor reacts

by becoming increasingly inactive in policymaking – expecting to be outgunned – and increasingly

moderate in his own proposals. Thus, observable moderation by a policy proposer may not actually

reflect intrinsically moderate preferences, but instead the extremism of his opponent. As these effects

occur the competitor becomes increasingly unhappy; he loses out to more and more ideologically
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distant proposals that are of insufficient quality to make up for it. Surprisingly however, even as the

extremist develops ever more extreme proposals that are increasingly uncontested, the decisionmaker

becomes increasingly better off due to the extremist’s growing quality investments.

Our analysis of asymmetric extremism thus provides a coherent theoretical account for why an

ideologically extreme faction may come to dominate the policy process despite their observably extreme

behavior; an account that is rooted in the nature of productive policy competition rather than political

dysfunction, bias, capture, or some other systemic failure. Further, the model illustrates how striking

imbalances in political participation may arise naturally as a result of the differing motivations of the

potential participants in the process, rather than exogenous and harmful constraints on participation or

one side’s superior resources. In addition, it highlights how ideologically extreme preferences may have

beneficial effects, as such preferences can motivate investments in “good policy” that are made to gain

political support for ideologically-extreme proposals. Finally, it illustrates how centrist decisionmakers

vs. more extreme participants may come to have highly polarized views about the desirability of what

emerges from the policy process.

Asymmetric Ability We last analyze the politics of asymmetric ability. Asymmetries in policy-

making talent between national parties may arise over time in particular issue areas or in general, as

parties fluctuate in their success at cultivating a community of policy experts who share their ideo-

logical goals (Rich (2004)); again, some observers have argued that there is presently an asymmetry

in expertise between the contemporary parties in the United States.2 More obviously, asymmetries in

expertise and resources are a defining feature in policy domains heavily influenced by interest group

politics (Berry and Wilcox (2015)) or subject to the formal rulemaking process (Yackee and Yackee

(2006)); particularly when the primary axis of conflict is between poorly funded public interest groups

– such as environmental organizations – and well-resourced business interests.

We find that the characteristic feature of competitive policymaking with asymmetric ability is

that it observationally equivalent to policymaking with asymmetric extremism. That is, a proposer

who is no more ideologically extreme than his competitor, but who is more capable at producing

high quality policies, is also strictly more active in policymaking than his less expert competitor, and

develops policies that are more ideologically extreme than his competitor but also higher quality and

2https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/06/24/intellectual-conservatives-lost-republican-trump-215259
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better for the decisionmaker. Similarly, as a proposer becomes increasingly expert, his own proposals

become more extreme but also higher quality and better for the decisionmaker, and his competitor

both moderates his proposals and becomes increasingly unlikely to make one. In the process, the

competitor becomes increasingly worse off, and the decisionmaker becomes increasingly better off

despite the increasing imbalance in political participation, and extremism of the expert’s proposals.

The model with asymmetric ability thus illustrates the difficulty of inferring the underlying prefer-

ences of participants in the policymaking process from their observable behavior. Specifically, compet-

ing policy developers may exhibit asymmetrically extreme behavior due to differences in their abilities

at generating political support for their proposals, rather than an underlying difference in their in-

trinsic extremism. In addition, it starkly highlights how the ideology and quality of public policies

are inextricably linked because of how ideological actors exploit quality to further their ideological

aims. In the model, a proposer who becomes more expert is only getting better at producing a pub-

lic good that benefits all players; this nevertheless has ideological and distributional consequences,

benefitting himself (with more ideologically desirable outcomes) and the decisionmaker (with higher

quality policies, even if more extreme) at the expense of an ideological competitor.

Related Literature

Classical Models of Policy Expertise We first relate to a large body of work studying the

strategic acquisition of policy expertise based on the canonical model by Crawford and Sobel (1982)

of “cheap talk” communication. In these works, a policy outcome p result from the sum of a policy

choice y and an “unknown state of the world” ω distributed according to some distribution with mean

0 and variance V ar(ω); this yields an expected utility of −(xi − y) − V ar(ω) when a player has a

quadratic loss function over policy outcomes p from an ideal point xi. In this framework, an expert

“develops” high quality policies by acquiring private knowledge of ω. Then by making policy for,

or recommending policies to, a decisionmaker using this knowledge of ω, he can reduce the variance

associated with final outcomes and benefit everyone – but at the cost of also inducing outcomes biased

in favor of his own ideological interests.

This framework has been widely adopted in political science to study the institutional determi-

nants of effective policymaking in a wide variety of institutional settings, particularly legislatures and
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bureaucracies (see for example Gailmard and Patty (2012) for a review). The key strategic tension in

such models is that privately-informed experts worry that their information will be used to implement

policy outcomes that do not reflect their own ideological preferences. This causes them to take actions

that strategically distort some of their policy-relevant information, which in turn reduces both the

quality of policy outcomes (in a variance sense) and their initial willingness to acquire expertise (e.g.

Gilligan and Krehbiel (1987)).

At the heart of the classical framework is a property that Callander (2008) critiques and terms

invertability ; if an individual learns how to accurately achieve a particular policy outcome (say a

conservative one) then they must also know the state of the world ω, which in turn implies that they

also know how to achieve any desired policy outcome (including a liberal one). In intuitive terms, the

sort of expertise captured in these models is therefore “general” to all potential policies, rather than

specific to one or another. A key consequence is that expertise is therefore also highly “expropriable,”

in the sense that a decisionmaker can easily learn what an expert knows and apply that knowledge

to achieve very different ends (Hirsch and Shotts (2012)), which in turn generates the fundamental

strategic tension in these models.

Policy Valence Our model, in contrast, is part of a growing literature in political science that uses

an alternative conceptualization of expertise. In it, individuals can make costly investments to endow

specific policy proposals with quality that is valued by all players. This quality is sometimes termed

valence, following the electoral literature that adopted this term to describe candidate traits that all

voters value such as competence and charisma (Stokes (1963)). This conceptualization of expertise

generates very different strategic incentives than models built on Crawford and Sobel (1982); rather

than fear that their information will be expropriated, experts “attempt to exploit their monopoly

power over investments to compel decision makers to accept policies that promote their interests”

(Hirsch and Shotts (2015)), an effect that is akin to “real authority” in Aghion and Tirole (1997).

Such models have now been used to analyze political decisionmaking in a wide variety of institutional

settings, including interbranch bargaining (Londregan (2000)), bureaucratic expertise (Ting (2011);

Turner (2017)), lobbying and influence (Hirsch and Shotts (2018)), policymaking in legislatures (Hitt,

Volden and Wiseman (2017)), and judicial opinion writing (Lax and Cameron (2007)). Like us, the

latter two works consider competition (the former briefly), but they assume that one proposer moves
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first while then the second then directly responds.

A common interpretation of policy-specific quality in such models is that it represents a reduction

in the variance associated with policy outcomes. These works “microfound” policy-specific quality

by beginning with the familiar technology of Crawford and Sobel (1982), but then assuming that (i)

outcomes are determined by policy-specific “states of the world” ωy, and (ii) costly policy-specific

effort by an expert can reduce the variance of a policy-specific state according to some function vy(e).

A policy’s “quality” is then the difference vy(0) − vy(e) between its variance with no effort and the

reduced variance generated by the expert. Interpreting policy quality in this way is certainly plausible

and has the virtue of embedding the models within a familiar framework. However, most valence

models – including ours – are themselves agnostic as to whether the public good “produced” by an

expert’s policy-specific investments represent uncertainty reduction, or something else entirely.

Also closely related is work by Callander (2008, 2011) on expertise in complex environments, which

models the “unknown state” determining the relationship between policies and outcomes as an entire

function that is the realized path of a Brownian motion. This approach has the property that learning

how to implement a particular ideological outcome is helpful for implementing nearby outcomes, but

not any outcome. It therefore effectively functions as an intermediate step between the “general”

expertise of Crawford-Sobel models and the “policy-specific” expertise of valence models. Recent

work on industry self-regulation (McCarty (2017)) also takes an intermediate approach.

Political Contests Separately, our model is related to a large literature studying political contests

in a variety of forms. An important early contribution is Tullock (1980), who modelled competing

interest groups as exerting costly and wasteful effort to secure “politically-contestable rents” that

are equally valuable to all groups. Follow on work by Hillman and Riley (1989) relaxed this critical

assumption by analyzing a contest in which (i) different interest groups may have asymmetric values

for control of government policy, and (ii) control of policy always (rather than sometimes, as in a

Tullock contest) goes to the interest group that puts in the most effort. This model is now more

familiarly known as the all pay contest due to its close relationship to an all-pay auction, and was

subsequently studied in greater depth and generality by economic theorists (e.g. Baye, Kovenock

and de Vries (1996); Siegel (2009)). This model has been applied to several questions pertaining to

the design of political institutions, including the effect of caps on political lobbying (Che and Gale
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(1998)), excluding some interest groups from political competition (Baye, Kovenock and Vries (1993)),

and campaign spending limits (Meirowitz (2008)).

Our model is a successor to the asymmetric all pay contest; the quality investments made in a

proposal are “all pay,” and the proposers may be highly asymmetric in both their preferences and

abilities. However, there are several crucial differences that both complicate the analysis and generate

surprising new insights. First, investing in quality is not wasteful, or a transfer to the decisionmaker

– instead, it is a productive public good that benefits all players. Second, the proposers choose both a

quality investment and an ideology to invest it into; as in other “multidimensional contests” they thus

face a tradeoff between these two very different means of gaining support (Che and Gale (2003); Siegel

(2009)). Finally and most importantly, the proposers are policy motivated rather than “rent seeking,”

as befits political competition between ideologically motivated actors; they thus care only about which

is policy implemented rather than whose policy is implemented.3 This crucial property generates the

surprising result that asymmetric extremism and/or ability can benefit the decisionmaker despite the

resulting imbalance in political participation.

In modeling a contest in which the players’ strategies have both an “all pay” component and an

“ideological” or spatial component, our work also joins a large and diverse literature (Ashworth and

Bueno de Mesquita (2009); Epstein and Nitzan (2004); Herrera, Levine and Martinelli (2008); Mun-

ster (2006); Serra (2010); Wiseman (2006); Zakharov (2009)). These models study either campaign

spending in electoral contests or lobbying with wasteful expenditures, rather than productive policy

development. These works also differ from each other and ours in terms their sequencing of the play-

ers’ moves (e.g. ideological component first and all-pay component second, all-pay first and ideology

second, or one player first and then the other second), the players’ motivations (purely winning the

contest, policy-motivated, or a mixture), and the players’ knowledge of the “decisionmaker’s” prefer-

ences (modelled abstractly with a contest success function (CSF) as in a Tullock contest, modelled

explicitly with uncertainty, or known). Our model is unique in that all the proposers’ strategic choices

– both ideological and all pay, and by both proposers – are made simultaneously. This is natural

in fluid policymaking environments where there are no fixed rules constraining when and how po-

tential proposers can become involved in policymaking. And although it appears to complicate the

3In the terminology of Baye, Kovenock and Vries (2012) the model features a rank order spillover.
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equilibrium analysis by requiring the use of mixed strategies, it in fact dramatically simplifies it. In

contrast to the aforementioned works, our model yields a unique equilibrium, with a succinct analytical

characterization and easily analyzed comparative statics, across the entire parameter space.

The Model

Two proposers labelled −1 (left) and 1 (right) develop competing policies for consideration by a

decisionmaker (DM), labelled player 0. A policy (γ, q) consists of an ideology γ ∈ R and a level of

valence or quality q ∈ [0,∞) = R+. All three players N = {−1, 0, 1} are purely policy-motivated, in the

sense that their final policy payoffs depend only on the ideology and quality of the policy implemented.

The utility of player i ∈ N for a policy (γ, q) is Ui (γ, q) = λq − (γ − i · xi)2. The expression i · xi
is player i’s ideological ideal point; the decisionmaker is located at 0, the left proposer is distance

x−1 to her left, and the right proposer is distance x1 to her right. A proposer’s distance xi from the

decisionmaker reflects his ideological extremism. In contrast to ideology, a policy’s quality q is a public

good that all players value equally at weight λ; higher λ thus means that the players collectively care

more about choosing a high quality policy, vs. one that reflects their ideological interests.

The game proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, the two proposers simultaneously select the

ideology and quality their respective policy proposals (γi, qi). Endowing a policy with quality qi costs

its proposer ci (qi) = aiqi. This is sunk regardless of which policy is ultimately chosen, and reflects the

initial time and energy needed to improve a policy’s quality. The parameter ai is player i’s marginal

cost of endowing his policy with additional quality, and reflects his ability to make productive policy

improvements that benefit all players. We also let αi = ai
λ denote the ratio of a proposer’s marginal

cost of quality to its marginal benefit; this quantity captures the net cost of investing in quality to

proposer i once its intrinsic value is taken into consideration. For simplicity we assume this is > 1 for

both proposers, implying that neither would invest in quality for its intrinsic value alone.

In the second stage the DM chooses a single policy to be implemented as the final policy outcome.

This may be one of the two policies developed by the proposers, or any other policy from an exogenous

set of outside options O which contains all 0-quality policies (γ, 0) (including the DM’s ideal point).

This captures the idea that the DM has the power to choose policy, but not the capacity or skill to

develop new policies with quality above some initial baseline.
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Preliminary Analysis

The Monopoly Problem It is illuminating to first review equilibrium when there is a “monopoly”

proposer who is the only player with the ability to endow policies with quality; without loss of generality

suppose this is the right proposer (i = 1).

Because a proposer does not value quality enough to invest in it for its own sake, his predominant

motive to develop a high quality policy is to influence the decisionmaker’s policy choice. Whether and

how he does so depends crucially on the decisionmaker’s “outside option” – that is, the best policy

(γ0, q0) she could implement for herself if she declines to take up the proposer’s policy. The monopoly

problem is depicted in Figure 1, with ideology on the x-axis and quality on the y-axis. A monopolist’s

calculus over whether to develop a new policy is described by the following inequality:

arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸
q1−γ21≥q0−γ20

{(
λq1 − (γ1 − x1)2

)
− a1q1

}
≥ λq0 − (γ0 − x1)2 (1)

The left hand side of the equation is the proposer’s maximum utility from developing some policy,

and it illustrates how the decisonmaker’s outside option (γ0, q0) functions as a constraint on policy

development. Specifically, to be adopted the proposer’s policy must be at least as good for the

decisionmaker as her outside option, i.e., λq1−γ2
1 ≥ λq0−γ2

0 ; in Figure 1 the monopolist’s policy must

be above the indifference curve running through (γ0, q0). This illustrates a key motive for investing

in quality; by doing so, a proposer can make more ideologically-extreme policies palatable to the

decisionmaker. The right hand side is the proposer’s utility from doing nothing and living under the

decisionmaker’s outside option, and it illustrates how the decisionmaker’s outside option functions as

a motive for policy development. Specifically, the greater is the distance between the proposer’s ideal

and the decisionmaker’s outside option, the more appealing is policy development ceteris paribus. In

Figure 1, any potential outside option on the indifference curve running through (γ0, q0) is equally

difficult to “beat” – but policies further to the left are more desirable to beat.

To solve this problem and also aid in the subsequent analysis, it is helpful to re-express policies

(γ, q) in terms of their ideology γ and the utility they give the decisionmaker – we henceforth call this

quantity the score of a policy, and denote it as s. Observing that s = λq − γ2 implies a quality level
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Figure 1: The Monopoly Problem
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Figure 1:  Monoply Problem

of q = s+γ2

λ and substituting into the monopolist’s problem yields:

arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸
s1≥s0




− (α1 − 1) s1︸ ︷︷ ︸

score effect

+ 2γ1x1 − α1γ
2
1︸ ︷︷ ︸

ideology effect




≥ s0 + 2γ0x1, (2)

where s1 and s0 denote the score of the proposer’s policy and the decisionmaker’s outside option,

respectively. It is straightforward to see from Equation 2 that should the proposer choose to develop

a policy, the optimal one will be no better for the decisionmaker than her outside option (s∗1 = s0),

and thus be on the indifference curve running through (γ0, q0). The reason is that there is a net cost

to investing in quality absent ideological influence. The optimal ideology is then chosen by trading

off the ideological benefit 2γ1x1 of a more extreme policy against the cost α1γ
2
1 of “compensating”

the decisionmaker for it with additional quality, which yields an optimal ideology of γ∗1 = x1
α1

. Thus,

should the proposer choose to develop a proposal, the decisionmaker will not benefit even if it is very

high quality; the proposer will force the decisionmaker to also accept an extreme ideology in exchange.

Lastly, substituting the optimal proposal
(
s1 = s0, γ1 = x1

α1

)
into the proposer’s problem and sim-
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plifying yields that the proposer will choose to develop this policy vs. simply do nothing i.f.f.:

(
x1

α1

)2

− 2

(
x1

α1

)
γ0 ≥ s0

This illustrates three crucial properties: (i) a higher ratio x1
α1

of ideological extremism to ability mo-

tivates policy development, (ii) the ideological extremism γ0 of the decisionmaker’s outside option

in direction opposite the proposer also motivates policy development, and (iii) the decisionmaker’s

happiness with her outside option s0 disincentivizes policy development.

The Competitive Problem When there is a competing proposer, the decisionmaker’s best outside

option (s0, γ0) may no longer be some exogenous policy, but instead a proposal (s−1, γ−1) strategically

developed by his competitor. Thus, the more ideologically distant he expects this competitor’s policy

to be the more willing he is to develop his own.

The setup of the competitive problem is depicted in Figure 2. A proposer’s choice of policy is

effectively a two-dimensional “bid” (si, γi) consisting of the proposal’s appeal si to the decisionmaker

and its ideology γi, which together imply a level of quality qi =
si+γ

2
i

λ that the proposal must have.

After seeing up to two proposals decisionmaker will then choose the one with the highest score (that

is, on the highest indifference curve in Figure 2) provided that it exceeds the score 0 of her best outside

option (0, 0) to both proposers (i.e., that it isÂ located in the shaded region).

Figure 2: The Competitive Problem

x1-x-1 Ideology

Quality

s1

s-1

s0=0

Figure 1:  Setup of the Policy Contest

 x0

•	(γ1,q1)

(γ-1,q-1)•	

•	
(0,0)
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Developing a bid’s quality is the “all pay” component, since the investment must be made before

the decisionmaker chooses. However, in contrast to a standard all pay contest, all the players will

benefit from that quality should the proposal be implemented. A bid’s ideology determines both the

value of “winning” to its proposer and the cost of “losing” to its competitor. To see the manifestation of

a proposer’s tradeoff between generating political support through quality investments vs. ideological

concessions, observe that the required quality of a proposal qi =
si+γ

2
i

λ is strictly increasing in its

ideological extremism |γi| – i.e., holding a bid’s appeal to the decisionmaker fixed, greater costly

investments in quality are necessary to support a more ideologically extreme bid.

Recall that in the monopoly problem, a proposer chooses to either develop no policy, or develop

one no better than the decisionmaker’s outside option. Applying this insight to the competitive

model straightforwardly yields that, as in the all pay auction, there is no pure strategy equilibrium.

Were the proposers to expect a pair of concrete proposals from each other (s1, γ1) and (s−1, γ−1)

(as depicted in Figure 2), then the anticipated proposal from the competitor would function like the

outside option in the monopoly problem. The proposers would then have to be developing proposals

with exactly the same score; otherwise, one proposer would be proposing something strictly better than

the decisionmaker’s best outside option (their competitor’s proposal) (in Figure 2 the left proposer is

targetting a strictly higher score, which cannot be optimal). But if the proposals were tied in score,

then at least one proposer would have a strict incentive to break the tie by either developing a proposal

with a slightly higher score, or dropping out of policy development.4

Equilibrium

The model features a unique equilibrium that is in asymmetric mixed strategies; the proposers ran-

domize both over whether they develop a new policy proposal, as well as the exact ideology and

quality of their policy when they do develop one. The unique equilibrium strategies are as follows; the

derivation and all subsequent proofs are contained in an Online Appendix. All proofs are analytical.

4Proving this property is rather more involved than the standard all pay contest because payoffs from “winning” and
“losing” depend on the proposals made.
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Proposition 1. For each proposer i ∈ {−1, 1}, define the strictly decreasing function

εi (p) =

∫ 1

p

xi
αi − q

dq = xi log

(
αi − p
αi − 1

)
.

Let pi(ε) = αi−(αi − 1) e
ε
xi denote the inverse of εi (p), and let k denote the proposer with the smallest

value of εi(0).

• The probability that proposer i chooses an ideology closer to the DM than distance y is

F Yi (y) = p−i

(
εi

(
y

xi/αi

))
= α−i − (α−i − 1)

(
xi − y

xi − xi/αi

) xi
x−i

• When developing a policy at distance y from the DM, proposer i targets ideology γi (y) = iy and

invests quality qYi (y) =
y2+sYi (y)

λ , where

sYi (y) = 2

∫ εk(0)

εi

(
y

xi/αi

)

 ∑

j∈{−1,1}

xj
αj
pj (ε)


 dε

Although the equilibrium strategies are straightforward to express and compute, they are somewhat

difficult to interpret from the equations alone. We therefore describe the structure of equilibrium, as

well as six key properties, with the aid of an example.

Figure 3 depicts the equilibrium strategies for a configuration in which the proposers are equally

skilled at producing quality, but the right proposer has more extreme preferences than the left one

(x1 > x−1). The left panel depicts the ideology and quality of the proposals that the left (purple) and

right (blue) proposers randomize over. The decisionmaker’s indifference curves are in gray. The right

panel depicts the probability distributions (PDFs) describing left (purple) and right’s (blue) ideological

policy proposals. Specifically, when a proposer chooses to develop a new policy, that policy’s ideology

is continuously distributed over an interval with the depicted density. In the example, the left proposer

also sometimes chooses to develop no new policy. This choice is depicted in the left panel by the purple

dot at the origin (the DM’s ideal point with zero quality); the probability this occurs is depicted in the

right panel by the height of the thick purple segment along the y-axis. Finally, the density describing
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<latexit sha1_base64="/O2A0PNQpKL4CzdiT9UmiTkyQPs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vYK8y+N+jhdyxG2xrSp+1UVVyx0=">AAACHHicbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIKCll0F9Sh48VjBVqVbSzadbYNJdk1mhbLtD/HiX/HiQREvHgT/jWntwa8HgTfvzTCZF6VSWPT9D29sfGJyanpmtjA3v7C4VFxeqdkkMxyqPJGJuYiYBSk0VFGghIvUAFORhPPo+njgn9+CsSLRZ9hNoaFYW4tYcIZOahb3bpo5DfpX+WWfhh2bMg75TtnfF9rVEmLcpL2wzZRiPRoa0e7gVqFZLPllfwj6lwQjUiIjVJrFt7CV8EyBRi6ZtfXAT7GRM4OCS+gXwsyC23zN2lB3VDMFtpEPj+vTDae0aJwY9zTSofp9ImfK2q6KXKdi2LG/vYH4n1fPMD5s5EKnGYLmX4viTFJM6CAp2hIGOMquI4wb4f5KeYcZxtHlOQgh+H3yX1LbLQd+OTj1S0fbozhmyBpZJ5skIAfkiJyQCqkSTu7IA3kiz9699+i9eK9frWPeaGaV/ID3/gm6eaBq</latexit>

�x�1

↵�1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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fY
�1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="hQ7KXk5zv5UgPnWjDFpNzdIc3ZA=">AAACLHicbZBNSyNBEIZrXF1j1t2N2aOXRhFcWMNMWNBjwMseXTB+kImhp1OTNHb3DN01QhjnB3nZH7IXQTwostf9HXYSD3690PDyVBXV9Sa5ko7C8D5Y+LC49HG5tlL/tPr5y9fGWvPIZYUV2BWZyuxJwh0qabBLkhSe5Ba5ThQeJ+f70/rxBVonM3NIkxz7mo+MTKXg5NGgsZ8Oyh0Wj13OBZY7rbAtTcWi6qw8rZ7jn1McK0xpm13GI641v2SxlaMxfR80NsNWOBN7a6Ins9lp/s06AHAwaNzEw0wUGg0JxZ3rRWFO/ZJbkkJhVY8Lh37xOR9hz1vDNbp+OTu2YlueDFmaWf8MsRl9PlFy7dxEJ75Tcxq717UpfK/WKyjd65fS5AWhEfNFaaEYZWyaHBtKi4LUxBsurPR/ZWLMLRfk8637EKLXJ781R+1WFLai3z6NHzBXDdZhA7Yhgl3owC84gC4IuIJruIP74E9wGzwE/+atC8HTzDd4oeD/IyawqGc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0bSQs9gzPG0aX94tpkE4iPQirKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0bSQs9gzPG0aX94tpkE4iPQirKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9DOFImz5Wl9yHgX+xtv2+gOcL40=">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</latexit>

fY
1 (|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="FqwPkI+obYzy891w7g2IP3klh4s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zfhu3cSlP4QVUrXB/cVgGcqYbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zfhu3cSlP4QVUrXB/cVgGcqYbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iI207OS+mhote84S9vh8lj+tweM=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei6CgZaYLdVlw41LBaqVTSya90waTzJDcEcq0/+HGX3HjQhFXggv/xvSx8HUgcO4593JzT5RKYdH3P72p6ZnZufmFxcLS8srqWnF949ImmeFQ44lMTD1iFqTQUEOBEuqpAaYiCVfR7cnQv7oDY0WiL7CXQlOxjhax4Ayd1CpW4lZOg8FNfj2gYdemjEN+UPYPhXa1hBh3aT/sMKVYn4ZGdLq41yqW/LI/Av1LggkpkQnOWsX3sJ3wTIFGLpm1jcBPsZkzg4JLGBTCzIJbfMs60HBUMwW2mY9uG9Adp7RpnBj3NNKR+n0iZ8ranopcp2LYtb+9ofif18gwPm7mQqcZgubjRXEmKSZ0GBRtCwMcZc8Rxo1wf6W8ywzj6OIsuBCC3yf/JZeVcuCXg3O/VN2fxLFAtsg22SUBOSJVckrOSI1wck8eyTN58R68J+/Vexu3TnmTmU3yA97HF2FUoEs=</latexit>

qY
�1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="zkenKKJjiOMVIl6QNZI5Ansq6hM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7LQusKl5hPyX8Zwdmof8qUzFwu4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7LQusKl5hPyX8Zwdmof8qUzFwu4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S77T98pOfvx4aZSupS/dIZwM1E=">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</latexit>

qY
1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="/O2A0PNQpKL4CzdiT9UmiTkyQPs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">AAACHHicbVBNaxsxENWmbeK4buI0x0AQMQUXWrPbQNOjoZccHahjF69rtPKsLSJpt9Jswaz9G3puDvkF/Q+95JAQeskhkD8TIn8cUrsPBG/em2E0L0qlsOj7997as+cv1jcKm8WXpVdb2+Wd16c2yQyHJk9kYtoRsyCFhiYKlNBODTAVSWhFZ5+nfusHGCsS/QVHKXQVG2gRC87QSb3y4fdeToPJt/zrhIZDmzIO+fua/1FoV0uIsUrH4YApxcY0NGIwxLfFXrni1/wZ6CoJFqRSL/08+X3+sN/olW/DfsIzBRq5ZNZ2Aj/Fbs4MCi5hUgwzC27zGRtAx1HNFNhuPjtuQt84pU/jxLinkc7UpxM5U9aOVOQ6FcOhXfam4v+8Tobxp24udJohaD5fFGeSYkKnSdG+MMBRjhxh3Aj3V8qHzDCOLs9pCMHyyavk9EMt8GvBiUvjHZmjQPbIAamSgByROjkmDdIknPwif8gVufYuvEvvxvs7b13zFjO75B94d4+BN6P4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vYK8y+N+jhdyxG2xrSp+1UVVyx0=">AAACHHicbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIKCll0F9Sh48VjBVqVbSzadbYNJdk1mhbLtD/HiX/HiQREvHgT/jWntwa8HgTfvzTCZF6VSWPT9D29sfGJyanpmtjA3v7C4VFxeqdkkMxyqPJGJuYiYBSk0VFGghIvUAFORhPPo+njgn9+CsSLRZ9hNoaFYW4tYcIZOahb3bpo5DfpX+WWfhh2bMg75TtnfF9rVEmLcpL2wzZRiPRoa0e7gVqFZLPllfwj6lwQjUiIjVJrFt7CV8EyBRi6ZtfXAT7GRM4OCS+gXwsyC23zN2lB3VDMFtpEPj+vTDae0aJwY9zTSofp9ImfK2q6KXKdi2LG/vYH4n1fPMD5s5EKnGYLmX4viTFJM6CAp2hIGOMquI4wb4f5KeYcZxtHlOQgh+H3yX1LbLQd+OTj1S0fbozhmyBpZJ5skIAfkiJyQCqkSTu7IA3kiz9699+i9eK9frWPeaGaV/ID3/gm6eaBq</latexit>

Figure 3: Equilibrium Strategies and Outcomes

the ideology of the final policy implemented by the DM is depicted by the gray dashed lines.5

Properties of Equilibrium

1. Uncertainty Although the game is of complete and perfect information, in the unique equilibrium

each proposer is uncertain about exactly which ideology their competitor will propose, how much they

will invest in its quality, and whose policy proposal will be implemented. This uncertainty remains

regardless of how asymmetric the proposers are – there is always some chance that the winning policy

comes from either player. This fundamental unpredictability arises from the need for both proposers

to remain competitive in the policy process when each can ensure victory over a competing proposal

by investing sufficiently in quality and/or making enough ideological concessions.

2. Asymmetric Participation Although either proposer’s policy may eventually be chosen, the

unique equilibrium generically exhibits asymmetric participation in the policy process. Specifically,

one of the two proposers (in the example the right proposer) is always active, in the sense of developing

a new policy with strictly positive quality and an ideology distinct from the DM’s ideal. The DM

will thus always receive at least one new proposal that was not already available. The other proposer,

however (in the example the left proposer, and generically proposer k defined in Prop. 1) is only

sometimes active; with strictly positive probability he instead develops nothing and acquiesces to

5The distributions over both the ideology of the right player’s proposals, as well as the ideology of the final proposal,
are atomless. Consequently, the area under the blue line, and the sum of the areas under the gray lines, are equal to one.
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whatever his competitor develops. This asymmetry in political participation arises from differences in

the proposers’ ideological motivation and/or ability to craft high quality policies.

3. Ideological Divergence The unique equilibrium exhibits strong ideological divergence in the

policies developed. Specifically, whenever a proposer chooses to invest in developing a new policy,

the policy’s ideology differs from the DM’s ideal. (In Figure 3 all positive-quality policy proposals

have divergent ideologies). Active participation in the policy process is thus always accompanied by

attempts to extract “ideological rents” with a policy closer to one’s ideal than the DM preference,

which is natural given the proposers’ ideological motivations for investing in quality.

4. Beneficial and Costly Competition In equilibrium, new policies always diverge ideologically

from the DM’s ideal; implementing them thus entails an ideological cost. It is therefore not obvious

whether, and when, the DM actually benefits from quality investments. Indeed, when there is only

a single monopoly proposer the DM does not benefit, as a “monopolist” extract all the benefits of

quality in the form of ideological rents. Competition, however, strictly benefits the DM in a strong

sense – with certainty the DM will receive at least one new policy that is strictly better than what

she could achieve on her own. This holds regardless of the proposers’ characteristics, and even when

one proposer is very unlikely to participate in the policy process. The property can be seen in Figure

3 by observing that all positive-quality policy proposals are strictly above the DM’s indifference curve

through the origin, combined with the fact that one proposer always develops a new policy.

It is also not obvious whether the proposers benefit from or are harmed by competition – a com-

petitor develops ideologically-unappealing policies, but gains support for them by making productive

investments in its quality that benefit everyone. Despite this, competition turns out to strictly harm

the proposers even as it benefits the DM – each proposer would instead strictly prefer to have monopoly

proposal rights. In equilibrium, the proposers invest in enough quality to overcompensate the DM for

her ideological losses, but not enough to compensate the more-distant competitor.

5. Inefficiency Although competition strongly benefits the decisionmaker, outcomes are also very

inefficient in several ways. First, the average ideological location of the final policy generically differs

from the DM’s ideal, as well as the ideology that would maximize the players’ joint utility. Second,

the ideological location of the final policy is highly uncertain ex-ante, which harms all three players
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due to their risk aversion. (Its distribution is depicted by the dashed grey lines in the right panel of

Figure 3 – any particular location has zero probability). Finally, because the proposers must make

quality investments before they know which policy will ultimately be implemented, all of the effort

invested in the losing policy is wasted. These inefficiencies arise naturally from the fact that policy is

developed and chosen via a “contest” rather than an orderly process designed by the decisionmaker,

with ex-ante commitments to whose policy she will choose and under what conditions.

6. Endogenous Extremism In equilibrium, the proposers naturally invest more in quality when

developing more extreme policies in order to remain competitive (qY ′i (y) > 0). More surprising,

however, is that the proposers invest so much more in extreme policies that these policies are actually

more appealing to the DM overall and more likely to be chosen. (In the left panel of Figure 3

the proposers’ quality functions are steeper than the DM’s indifference curves). Thus, a surprising

implication of developing policy via a “contest” is that the process will appear to be biased towards

extreme policies. A further consequence is that the ideology of the final policy (distributed according

to the gray dashed line in the right panel of Figure 3) always diverges from the DM’s ideal, and is

even more extreme than the players’ initial policy proposals.

The reason for this counterintuitive effect is as follows. To gain the DM’s support, the proposers

trade off making costly quality investments against making ideological concessions. When a proposer

aims to craft a policy that is more appealing to the DM, ideological concessions become a costlier

way to gain her support because the policy is more likely to actually be implemented. Reversing the

statement, a policy proposal that makes fewer ideological concessions (i.e. that is more ideologically

extreme) must also be more appealing to the DM, and so be more likely to be implemented.

Having characterized equilibrium and discussed a variety of general properties, we now examine

the pattern of policy competition and comparative statics in three special cases.

The Politics of Symmetric Competition

We first discuss the politics of symmetric competition by reviewing results from Hirsch and Shotts

(2015) – what is the nature of policy competition when the competing proposers are both equally

extreme and capable of producing high quality policies?
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<latexit sha1_base64="/O2A0PNQpKL4CzdiT9UmiTkyQPs=">AAACHHicbVDBahsxEJ1N0tZ1ndZNj7mIhIILjdltoO0xkEuPNsROgtc1WnnWFpG0G2m2YDb+hpxzCf2TXnpoKb3kEOjfVLZzSOw8ELx5b4bRvCRX0lEY/gvW1jeePH1WeV59Udt8+ar+eqvrssIK7IhMZfYk4Q6VNNghSQpPcotcJwqPk7PDmX/8Da2TmTmiSY59zUdGplJw8tKgvn8+KFk0/VqeTlk8djkXWO41w4/S+FphSg12EY+41vyCxVaOxvSuOqjvhs1wDrZKojuye1C7bH8HgNagfhMPM1FoNCQUd64XhTn1S25JCoXTalw49JvP+Ah7nhqu0fXL+XFT9tYrQ5Zm1j9DbK7enyi5dm6iE9+pOY3dsjcTH/N6BaWf+6U0eUFoxGJRWihGGZslxYbSoiA18YQLK/1fmRhzywX5PGchRMsnr5Luh2YUNqO2T+M9LFCBbdiBBkTwCQ7gC7SgAwKu4Af8gt/BdfAz+BP8XbSuBXczb+ABgtv/J1miNg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">AAACHHicbVBNaxsxENWmbeK4buI0x0AQMQUXWrPbQNOjoZccHahjF69rtPKsLSJpt9Jswaz9G3puDvkF/Q+95JAQeskhkD8TIn8cUrsPBG/em2E0L0qlsOj7997as+cv1jcKm8WXpVdb2+Wd16c2yQyHJk9kYtoRsyCFhiYKlNBODTAVSWhFZ5+nfusHGCsS/QVHKXQVG2gRC87QSb3y4fdeToPJt/zrhIZDmzIO+fua/1FoV0uIsUrH4YApxcY0NGIwxLfFXrni1/wZ6CoJFqRSL/08+X3+sN/olW/DfsIzBRq5ZNZ2Aj/Fbs4MCi5hUgwzC27zGRtAx1HNFNhuPjtuQt84pU/jxLinkc7UpxM5U9aOVOQ6FcOhXfam4v+8Tobxp24udJohaD5fFGeSYkKnSdG+MMBRjhxh3Aj3V8qHzDCOLs9pCMHyyavk9EMt8GvBiUvjHZmjQPbIAamSgByROjkmDdIknPwif8gVufYuvEvvxvs7b13zFjO75B94d4+BN6P4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vYK8y+N+jhdyxG2xrSp+1UVVyx0=">AAACHHicbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIKCll0F9Sh48VjBVqVbSzadbYNJdk1mhbLtD/HiX/HiQREvHgT/jWntwa8HgTfvzTCZF6VSWPT9D29sfGJyanpmtjA3v7C4VFxeqdkkMxyqPJGJuYiYBSk0VFGghIvUAFORhPPo+njgn9+CsSLRZ9hNoaFYW4tYcIZOahb3bpo5DfpX+WWfhh2bMg75TtnfF9rVEmLcpL2wzZRiPRoa0e7gVqFZLPllfwj6lwQjUiIjVJrFt7CV8EyBRi6ZtfXAT7GRM4OCS+gXwsyC23zN2lB3VDMFtpEPj+vTDae0aJwY9zTSofp9ImfK2q6KXKdi2LG/vYH4n1fPMD5s5EKnGYLmX4viTFJM6CAp2hIGOMquI4wb4f5KeYcZxtHlOQgh+H3yX1LbLQd+OTj1S0fbozhmyBpZJ5skIAfkiJyQCqkSTu7IA3kiz9699+i9eK9frWPeaGaV/ID3/gm6eaBq</latexit>

�x�1

↵�1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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↵�1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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fY
�1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="hQ7KXk5zv5UgPnWjDFpNzdIc3ZA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0bSQs9gzPG0aX94tpkE4iPQirKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0bSQs9gzPG0aX94tpkE4iPQirKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9DOFImz5Wl9yHgX+xtv2+gOcL40=">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</latexit>

fY
1 (|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="FqwPkI+obYzy891w7g2IP3klh4s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zfhu3cSlP4QVUrXB/cVgGcqYbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zfhu3cSlP4QVUrXB/cVgGcqYbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iI207OS+mhote84S9vh8lj+tweM=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei6CgZaYLdVlw41LBaqVTSya90waTzJDcEcq0/+HGX3HjQhFXggv/xvSx8HUgcO4593JzT5RKYdH3P72p6ZnZufmFxcLS8srqWnF949ImmeFQ44lMTD1iFqTQUEOBEuqpAaYiCVfR7cnQv7oDY0WiL7CXQlOxjhax4Ayd1CpW4lZOg8FNfj2gYdemjEN+UPYPhXa1hBh3aT/sMKVYn4ZGdLq41yqW/LI/Av1LggkpkQnOWsX3sJ3wTIFGLpm1jcBPsZkzg4JLGBTCzIJbfMs60HBUMwW2mY9uG9Adp7RpnBj3NNKR+n0iZ8ranopcp2LYtb+9ofif18gwPm7mQqcZgubjRXEmKSZ0GBRtCwMcZc8Rxo1wf6W8ywzj6OIsuBCC3yf/JZeVcuCXg3O/VN2fxLFAtsg22SUBOSJVckrOSI1wck8eyTN58R68J+/Vexu3TnmTmU3yA97HF2FUoEs=</latexit>

qY
�1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="zkenKKJjiOMVIl6QNZI5Ansq6hM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7LQusKl5hPyX8Zwdmof8qUzFwu4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7LQusKl5hPyX8Zwdmof8qUzFwu4=">AAACLXicbZBBSxtBFMdno62a2hrtsZdBqaTQhF0R9KZgDz1qaTQlG8Ps5G12cGZ2nXkrhHW/kBe/R0+l0IMivfZL9NDZJAcb/cPAn997jzfvH2VSWPT9O6+2sPji5dLySv3V6us3a431jVOb5oZDh6cyNd2IWZBCQwcFSuhmBpiKJJxFF0dV/ewKjBWp/orjDPqKjbSIBWfo0KDx6XJQtGiY2IxxKFptf0fokgblefGtfIx3KxxKiLFJr8MRU4pd09CIUYIf6oPGlt/2J6JPTTAzW4cb39ODL3+3jweNn+Ew5bkCjVwya3uBn2G/YAYFl1DWw9yC23zBRtBzVjMFtl9Mri3pe0eGNE6NexrphD6eKJiydqwi16kYJna+VsHnar0c4/1+IXSWI2g+XRTnkmJKq+joUBjgKMfOMG6E+yvlCTOMowu4CiGYP/mpOd1pB347OHFpfCRTLZN3ZJM0SUD2yCH5TI5Jh3ByQ36QO3Lv3Xq/vAfv97S15s1m3pL/5P35B3ZDqfk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S77T98pOfvx4aZSupS/dIZwM1E=">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</latexit>

qY
1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="/O2A0PNQpKL4CzdiT9UmiTkyQPs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vYK8y+N+jhdyxG2xrSp+1UVVyx0=">AAACHHicbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIKCll0F9Sh48VjBVqVbSzadbYNJdk1mhbLtD/HiX/HiQREvHgT/jWntwa8HgTfvzTCZF6VSWPT9D29sfGJyanpmtjA3v7C4VFxeqdkkMxyqPJGJuYiYBSk0VFGghIvUAFORhPPo+njgn9+CsSLRZ9hNoaFYW4tYcIZOahb3bpo5DfpX+WWfhh2bMg75TtnfF9rVEmLcpL2wzZRiPRoa0e7gVqFZLPllfwj6lwQjUiIjVJrFt7CV8EyBRi6ZtfXAT7GRM4OCS+gXwsyC23zN2lB3VDMFtpEPj+vTDae0aJwY9zTSofp9ImfK2q6KXKdi2LG/vYH4n1fPMD5s5EKnGYLmX4viTFJM6CAp2hIGOMquI4wb4f5KeYcZxtHlOQgh+H3yX1LbLQd+OTj1S0fbozhmyBpZJ5skIAfkiJyQCqkSTu7IA3kiz9699+i9eK9frWPeaGaV/ID3/gm6eaBq</latexit>

Figure 4: Equilibrium Strategies with Symmetric Proposers

Proposition 2. When the proposers are symmetric (x1 = x−1 = x and α1 = α−1 = α):6

• both proposers are always active and make symmetrically distributed proposals

• the decisionmaker always chooses the most extreme proposal presented

• as the proposers become more extreme (higher x) or skilled (lower α), proposals become first-order

stochastically more extreme, but also higher quality and better for the decisionmaker

Equilibrium strategies under symmetric competition are depicted in Figure 4. Since the proposers

are exactly balanced in their extremism and ability, they naturally both always participate in the pol-

icy process, and develop proposals whose distributions are mirror images around the decisionmaker.

Somewhat surprisingly, however, symmetry does not cause proposals to “converge” to the decision-

maker’s ideal. Instead, both players’ proposals diverge ideologically from the decisionmaker’s ideal

with probability 1 (they are in fact just as likely to make extreme proposals as moderate ones). Most

strikingly, the decisionmaker’s endogenous bias toward extreme proposals manifests as her always

choosing the most extreme proposal.

Symmetric competition thus exhibits balanced and productive engagement in the policy process by

two ideologically opposed sides, who each try to exploit quality to realize ideological gains. This ben-

efits the decisionmaker despite observably extreme proposals and outcomes, and harms the proposers

6Strategies in Proposition 1 simplify to FY (y) = y
x/α

and qY (y) = y2+4x
2

α

∫ y
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0
p
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)

.
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who make costly investments without moving the average outcome away from the decisionmaker’s

ideal. The comparative statics effect of making both proposers more ideologically extreme (higher x)

or more capable (lower α) reflect the benefits of productive ideological competition. First, proposals

become first-order stochastically more extreme and higher quality; with greater intrinsic extremism

the proposers become more willing to invest in quality to realize ideological gains, and with greater

ability they become more capable of doing so. Second, despite the greater extremism of proposals

and outcomes, the additional quality is sufficient to over compensate the decisionmaker, so that she

is overall better off (not just in expectation, but also first-order stochastically).

The Politics of Asymmetric Extremism

We now turn to the politics of asymmetric extremism; what happens when the proposers are equally

capable (α1 = α−1), but one is more ideologically extreme than the other (xi 6= x−i)? We begin by

examining the pattern of policy competition. (For expositional clarity we call the more extreme player

“the extremist” and the more moderate player “the moderate.”)

Proposition 3. If the proposers are equally skilled but asymmetrically extreme (xi > x−i, α1 = α−1),

• the extremist always develops a new policy, while the moderate only sometimes does

• the extremist’s proposals are first-order stochastically more extreme than the moderate’s propos-

als, but also first-order stochastically higher quality and better for the decisionmaker

• the extremist’s proposals are strictly more likely to be chosen

Recall that equilibrium strategies with asymmetric extremism are depicted in Figure 3.

As Proposition 3 illustrates, the politics of asymmetric extremism are quite surprising. First,

asymmetric extremism results in an imbalance in political participation – the extremist always develops

a new proposal with positive quality, but his moderate competitor (who is better represented by the

decisionmaker) sometimes strategically disengages. The extremist also makes first-order stochastically

more extreme proposals than his moderate competitor. Surprisingly, however, those proposals actually

fare better in the policy process because they are also first-order stochastically higher quality – so
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much so that they are also first-order stochastically better for the decisionmaker despite their greater

extremism. Thus, far from being a hindrance, extreme preferences – in the sense of an ideal policy more

distant from the decisionmaker – are an asset in the contest over policy. What explains an ideological

extremist’s dominance in the policy process despite his observably extreme proposals? Simply put, it is

because the ideological extremist is more motivated – motivated to craft proposals that are sufficiently

appealing to prevent his opponent’s policy from being chosen, and also motivated to invest enough in

their quality to make them appealing to the decisionmaker despite their extremism.

We continue our examination of asymmetric extremism by considering what happens to the pro-

posers’ behavior when one becomes unilaterally more extreme.

Proposition 4. If proposer i becomes more ideologically extreme (higher xi), his own strategy and

his opponent’s strategy are affected in the following ways:

(Own strategy)

• if he previously did not always make a proposal, he becomes strictly more likely to do so

• his proposals become first-order stochastically more extreme

• his proposals also become first-order stochastically higher quality, better for the decisionmaker,

and more likely to be chosen

(Opponent’s strategy)

• if he did not always make a proposal, he becomes strictly less likely to do so

• his proposals become first-order stochastically more moderate

• there is no first-order stochastic change in his proposals’ quality or competitiveness

Although the above comparative statics apply to any configuration of preferences and costs, they are

easiest to discuss in the special case of only asymmetric extremism (α1 = α−1).

The consequences of player i becoming intrinsically more extreme on his own behavior are quite

natural. If player i begins as the moderate and becomes somewhat more extreme, then he becomes
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strictly more likely to participate in the policy process; greater balance in extremism thus generates

greater balance in participation. Second, regardless of whether player i is the moderate or the ex-

tremist, his proposals become more extreme but also higher quality and better for the decisionmaker,

which reflects both his greater motivation to both win, and to win with more extreme proposals.

More subtly, player i becoming more extreme also directly influences his opponent’s behavior.

If player i is the extremist and becomes even more extreme, then his opponent becomes even less

likely to participate, understanding that he is likely to be outgunned on quality investments. A

greater imbalance in ideological extremism thus generates a greater imbalance in political participation.

Moreover, when player i becomes more extreme his opponent reacts by moderating the ideology of his

own proposals. Intuitively, when faced with a more ideologically-driven competitor who makes more

extreme but also more competitive proposals, a player’s best response is to try to defensively “block”

them with proposals that are better catered to the decisionmaker’s preferred ideology.

We last examine the effect of unilateral extremism on the players’ welfare; specifically, as a proposer

i becomes more extreme, how does this affect the welfare of his opponent and of the decisionmaker?

We first consider the opponent’s welfare. By Proposition 4, proposer i’s proposals become more

extreme but also higher quality and better for the decisionmaker. Whether this shift helps or harms

the competitor thus depends on whether the additional quality is also sufficient to make these more

extreme proposals better for the competitor as well.

Proposition 5. If proposer i becomes more ideologically extreme (higher xi), the equilibrium utility

of his competitor −i decreases

The welfare effect of greater unilateral extremism on an opponent is thus unambiguous – despite the

greater quality of the extremist’s proposals, the competitor becomes worse off. The reason is intuitive

– the extremist’s greater investments in quality are sufficient to “compensate” the decisionmaker for

the greater extremism of his proposals, but insufficient to compensate the more distant competitor.

We last consider the decisionmaker’s welfare. In the standard all-pay contest – in which two players

simply make costly up-front bids to win a fixed “prize” – asymmetries in the players’ valuations for

the prize always harm the decisionmaker (Hillman and Riley (1989)) – the reason is that they cause

the weaker player to participate less. In our contest over policy-development, however, the effect is far
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from obvious. Similar to the standard all-pay contest, as the extremist becomes increasingly extreme,

the moderate becomes increasingly unlikely to participate, which harms the decisionmaker. However,

an increasingly extreme proposer still continues to develop proposals that are first-order stochastically

better for the decisionmaker, which is a surprising positive. Whether the decisionmaker benefits or

is harmed overall thus depends on whether improvement in the extremist’s proposals is enough to

outweigh the decrease in competition from the moderate.

Proposition 6. Unilateral changes in extremism have the following effects on the decisionmaker.

• If the proposers begin symmetric (xi = x−i, αi = α−i) and proposer i becomes more ideologically

extreme, the decisionmaker’s utility locally increases

• As a proposer becomes increasingly moderate (xi → 0), both his probability of making a proposal

and the decisionmaker’s utility approach 0

• As a proposer becomes increasingly extreme (xi →∞), the competitor’s probability of making a

proposal approaches 0, but the decisionmaker’s utility approaches infinity

While it is difficult to characterize the precise impact of unilateral changes in extremism on the

decisionmaker’s welfare at any particular set of parameters, the overall pattern is both simple and

striking; the decisionmaker strongly benefits from unilateral extremism. First, if the proposers begin

exactly symmetric and then one becomes unilaterally more extreme, the decisionmaker unambiguously

benefits despite the resulting imbalance in participation. Second and more strikingly, as one proposer

becomes increasingly moderate – with his ideal point approaching that of the decisionmaker – the deci-

sionmaker becomes increasingly worse off; the moderate becomes increasingly unlikely to participate,

and in the limit the extremist behaves as a monopolist, presenting a proposal that is no better for the

decisionmaker than what she could achieve on her own. The decisionmaker is thus harmed by having

a proposer share her ideological preferences because such a proposer loses their primary motivation to

invest in quality.

Finally and most strikingly, as one proposer becomes very unilaterally extreme, his competitor

is effectively driven out of the policymaking process entirely, and becomes increasingly worse off.

Yet surprisingly, despite the absence of observable competition most of the time, the decisionmaker
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becomes increasingly – and even unboundedly – better off! Unilateral extremism thus benefits the

decisionmaker even as it results in highly asymmetric participation, a striking contrast from standard

models of political contests (Hillman and Riley (1989)). This surprising effect arises precisely because

the proposers care about policy outcomes even when they lose.

The Politics of Asymmetric Ability

We last examine the politics of asymmetric ability ; what happens when the proposers are equally

extreme (xi = x−i), but one is more capable of producing high quality policies (α1 < α−1)? For

expositional clarity we call the more capable player “the expert” and the less capable player “the

amateur” (but note that the “amateur” is still more expert than the decisionmaker, who cannot

generate high quality proposals on her own). We first examine the pattern of competition.

Proposition 7. If the proposers are equally extreme but one is more skilled (xi = x−i, α1 < α−1 ),

the pattern of competition is indistinguishable from when they are equally skilled but asymmetrically

extreme (xi > x−i, α1 = α−1).

Equilibrium strategies with asymmetric ability are depicted in Figure 5. Surprisingly, asymmetric

extremism and asymmetric ability turn out to be observationally equivalent in terms of the resulting

pattern of behavior. In other words, an expert exploits his greater ability at developing high quality

policies to make more competitive proposals that also better reflect his ideological preferences, while

an amateur reacts by disengaging and also moderating his own proposals. The striking empirical

implication is that observably extreme behavior by one political faction and moderation by the other

may not actually reflect an asymmetry in their underlying extremism at all. Instead, it may reflect

asymmetry in their ability at making the sort of “good policy” investments that are necessary to gain

moderates’ support for ideologically-extreme proposals.

Unsurprisingly, the observational equivalence between asymmetric extremism and asymmetric abil-

ity extends to the comparative statics effects of making one proposer unilaterally more skilled.

Proposition 8. If proposer i becomes more skilled (lower αi) his own strategy and his opponent’s are

affected in the same ways as when he becomes more ideologically extreme (higher xi).
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qY
1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="/O2A0PNQpKL4CzdiT9UmiTkyQPs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gwNrByk4rFT6Q81ziyve02aEw9s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vYK8y+N+jhdyxG2xrSp+1UVVyx0=">AAACHHicbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIKCll0F9Sh48VjBVqVbSzadbYNJdk1mhbLtD/HiX/HiQREvHgT/jWntwa8HgTfvzTCZF6VSWPT9D29sfGJyanpmtjA3v7C4VFxeqdkkMxyqPJGJuYiYBSk0VFGghIvUAFORhPPo+njgn9+CsSLRZ9hNoaFYW4tYcIZOahb3bpo5DfpX+WWfhh2bMg75TtnfF9rVEmLcpL2wzZRiPRoa0e7gVqFZLPllfwj6lwQjUiIjVJrFt7CV8EyBRi6ZtfXAT7GRM4OCS+gXwsyC23zN2lB3VDMFtpEPj+vTDae0aJwY9zTSofp9ImfK2q6KXKdi2LG/vYH4n1fPMD5s5EKnGYLmX4viTFJM6CAp2hIGOMquI4wb4f5KeYcZxtHlOQgh+H3yX1LbLQd+OTj1S0fbozhmyBpZJ5skIAfkiJyQCqkSTu7IA3kiz9699+i9eK9frWPeaGaV/ID3/gm6eaBq</latexit>

�x�1

↵�1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

�x�1

↵�1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

x1

↵1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

x1 -x-1

fY
�1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="hQ7KXk5zv5UgPnWjDFpNzdIc3ZA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0bSQs9gzPG0aX94tpkE4iPQirKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0bSQs9gzPG0aX94tpkE4iPQirKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9DOFImz5Wl9yHgX+xtv2+gOcL40=">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</latexit>

fY
1 (|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="FqwPkI+obYzy891w7g2IP3klh4s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zfhu3cSlP4QVUrXB/cVgGcqYbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zfhu3cSlP4QVUrXB/cVgGcqYbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iI207OS+mhote84S9vh8lj+tweM=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei6CgZaYLdVlw41LBaqVTSya90waTzJDcEcq0/+HGX3HjQhFXggv/xvSx8HUgcO4593JzT5RKYdH3P72p6ZnZufmFxcLS8srqWnF949ImmeFQ44lMTD1iFqTQUEOBEuqpAaYiCVfR7cnQv7oDY0WiL7CXQlOxjhax4Ayd1CpW4lZOg8FNfj2gYdemjEN+UPYPhXa1hBh3aT/sMKVYn4ZGdLq41yqW/LI/Av1LggkpkQnOWsX3sJ3wTIFGLpm1jcBPsZkzg4JLGBTCzIJbfMs60HBUMwW2mY9uG9Adp7RpnBj3NNKR+n0iZ8ranopcp2LYtb+9ofif18gwPm7mQqcZgubjRXEmKSZ0GBRtCwMcZc8Rxo1wf6W8ywzj6OIsuBCC3yf/JZeVcuCXg3O/VN2fxLFAtsg22SUBOSJVckrOSI1wck8eyTN58R68J+/Vexu3TnmTmU3yA97HF2FUoEs=</latexit>

qY
�1(|�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="zkenKKJjiOMVIl6QNZI5Ansq6hM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7LQusKl5hPyX8Zwdmof8qUzFwu4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7LQusKl5hPyX8Zwdmof8qUzFwu4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S77T98pOfvx4aZSupS/dIZwM1E=">AAACLXicbZDLSgMxFIYz3q23qks3wSIoaJkRQZeCLlwqWC90asmkZ9pgkhmTM0IZ54Xc+CoiuFDEra9hpnbh7YfAz3fO4eT8USqFRd9/8UZGx8YnJqemKzOzc/ML1cWlM5tkhkODJzIxFxGzIIWGBgqUcJEaYCqScB5dH5T181swViT6FPsptBTrahELztChdvXwpp1v0bBnU8Yh36r720IXNCiu8sviO94pcSghxnV6F3aZUuyOhkZ0e7hRaVdrft0fiP41wdDUyFDH7epT2El4pkAjl8zaZuCn2MqZQcElFJUws+A2X7MuNJ3VTIFt5YNrC7rmSIfGiXFPIx3Q7xM5U9b2VeQ6FcOe/V0r4X+1ZobxXisXOs0QNP9aFGeSYkLL6GhHGOAo+84wboT7K+U9ZhhHF3AZQvD75L/mbLse+PXgxK/tbw7jmCIrZJWsk4Dskn1yRI5Jg3ByTx7JC3n1Hrxn7817/2od8YYzy+SHvI9PGjqmuw==</latexit>

qY
1(|�|)
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Figure 5: Equilibrium Strategies with Asymmetric Ability

A proposer becoming unilaterally more skilled thus (i) increases his own political activity (if he was the

amateur) and makes his proposals more extreme, higher quality, and better for the decisionmaker, and

(ii) decreases his opponent’s political activity (if he was the amateur) and induces him to moderate

his own proposals to stay competitive.

We next examine the effect of unilaterally greater ability on an opponent’s welfare.

Proposition 9. If proposer i becomes more skilled, the equilibrium utility of his competitor decreases.

A proposer is thus unambiguously harmed when his competitor becomes more skilled. This is some-

what surprising, given that the skill in question is at making common value investments that benefit

all players. However, in equilibrium these skills harm an ideological opponent because of the way they

are strategically exploited to further the proposer’s ideological aims. A key implication is that “good

policy” considerations cannot really considered separately from ideological ones even when they are,

in theory, distinct. For example, a financial subsidy to one political faction – that they can only use to

improve their policy proposals for everybody – will nevertheless have distributional effects, benefitting

the subsidy recipient at the expense of his ideological opponents.

We conclude by examining how unilateral changes in ability effect the decisionmaker’s welfare.

Proposition 10. Unilateral changes in ability have the following effects on the decisionmaker.

• If the proposers begin symmetric (xi = x−i, αi = α−i) and proposer i becomes more skilled, then
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the decisionmaker’s utility locally increases.

• As a proposer becomes increasingly unskilled (αi →∞), both his probability of making a proposal

and the decisionmaker’s utility approach 0.

• As a proposer becomes increasingly skilled (αi → 1), the competitor’s probability of making a

proposal approaches 0, but the decisionmaker’s utility approaches a strictly positive bound; this

bound is strictly increasing in the inactive competitor’s extremism and ability.

The overall pattern is that the decisionmaker benefits when a proposer becomes unilaterally more

skilled, even though this skill is accompanied by more extreme proposals from the expert, and less

participation from the amateur. First, if the proposers begin exactly symmetric and one becomes

more skilled, then the decisionmaker benefits despite the resulting imbalance in participation. Thus,

a situation of fully balanced competition is always strictly worse from the decisionmaker than some

asymmetry. Second, if the amateur becomes increasingly incompetent, then outcomes again approach a

situation of monopoly – in the limit the expert makes a proposal no better than what the decisionmaker

can achieve on her own, and the amateur declines to participate.

Finally, if the expert becomes very skilled (αi → 1), the effects resemble what happens when an

extremist becomes very extreme (xi → ∞), but with some interesting differences. In both cases, the

dominated player (in the former case amateur, and in the latter case the moderate) is driven out

of policymaking, but the decisionmaker still concretely benefits from his potential participation. A

key difference, however, is that when an extremist becomes very extreme the decisionmaker’s utility

increases unboundedly, whereas when an expert becomes very skilled the decisionmaker’s utility only

increases toward a strictly positive bound.7 Surprisingly, this bound depends on characteristics of

the amateur. That is, even when the amateur is driven almost entirely out of the policy process,

his personal characteristics exert outsized influence on the behavior of the expert. Specifically, if

the amateur becomes more extreme or skilled (but still almost never participates because he is so

outmatched by the expert), the exert still reacts by adjusting his proposals to be concretely better

for the decisionmaker. Thus, in an environment of competitive policymaking, a lack of participation

7It is also true that if the proposers begin symmetric and then proposer i becomes arbitrarily skilled, the decisionmaker
will be better off in the limit of complete asymmetry than she was with full symmetry as long as α−i ≥ α ≈ 1.0435.
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cannot necessarily be interpreted as a lack of influence, or an indicator that formal constraints on

participation would not be harmful.

Discussion and Conclusion

We have developed a model that explores the implications of strategic policy development by competing

ideological actors. We find that the process exhibits several plausible patterns in light of real-world pol-

icymaking, including unequal participation, inefficiently unpredictable and extreme outcomes, wasted

effort, and an apparent bias toward extreme policies. We explore the politics of asymmetric extrem-

ism and ability, and find that despite increasingly imbalanced proposals and outcomes, and even in an

apparent absence of competition against an ideologically extreme faction, a moderate decisionmaker

may nevertheless strongly benefit (although at the expense of the extremist’s ideological competitors).

The model thus provides rationale for how ideological extremists may come to dominate policymaking

and even benefit moderate decisionmakers; one rooted in the nature of productive policy competition

rather than dysfunction, bias, capture, or some other systemic failure.

We model costly policy development as an individual or group making an ideology-specific invest-

ment in quality that is valued by all participants in policymaking, in contrast to a large literature

that models policy expertise as the acquisition of private knowledge about an “unknown state of the

world.” Our model is intentionally sparse and lacking in institutional detail in order to be applicable

to the wide variety of settings in which competitive policy development occurs, including legislatures,

bureaucracies, and courts. Broadening the interpretation of disagreement beyond “ideology” in a clas-

sic left-right sense, the model is applicable to any political environment where there are a mixture

of competing and common interests, freedom among several individuals or groups to make proposals,

and a decisionmaker who must make a single final choice.

One plausible application is thus decisionmaking in cabinets – when facing a specific crisis or

immediate policy dilemma, a chief executive typically solicits proposals for how to proceed from

from his or her cabinet secretaries. These secretaries have a vested interest in good policy and the

success of the administration, but also competing personal beliefs and/or interests for their respective

departments (Kearns (2005)). An additional application is military decisionmaking. A nation may face

an immediate security crises or seek to achieve a specific military goal, and the joint chairman of the
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various service branches and/or the civilian leadership can solicit proposals from them. The branches

all value successful military outcomes, but also seek to further the resources and parochial interests

of their respective branches (Zimmerman et al. (2019)). A third is to policymaking in autocratic

one-party states. An important principle of decisionmaking in communist regimes is “democratic

centralism” – the idea that diverse interests within the party should be free to make proposals for how

to deal with a policy problem without fear of reprisal, but a central leader then has the authority to

implement a final policy decision that all party members must then obey (Angle (2005)).

Our analysis suggests two broad avenues for follow-on work.

The first avenue is to include additional elements that would allow the model to more closely

approximate real-world policymaking in a variety of settings. For example, what happens if there are

not just two but many potential participants in the policy development process, as in a legislature? It

is straightforward to show that when ability is common there is always an equilibrium in which only

the two most ideologically-extreme proposers are active. However, there many be other equilibria with

broader participation (see Baye, Kovenock and de Vries (1996)), and ability may be very unevenly

distributed among potential policy developers (see Hitt, Volden and Wiseman (2017)). Or, what

if the proposers can also engage in unproductive or even destructive activities in conjunction with

productive policy development order to enhance their policy’s prospects for adoption? For example,

they may try to bribe the decisionmaker with transfers, engage in unproductive advertising, lobbying,

or grassroots mobilization; or take aim at their opponent’s proposal, trying to harm its reputation

or even actively sabotage its functioning. Finally, what if the policy developers are not individuals

but teams – for example, aligned legislators and interest groups (Hall and Deardorff (2006)) – who

have common ideological interests, but must figure out how to distribute the costs of developing high

quality policies that achieve those interests among them?

The second avenue, following the classical literature on policy expertise, is to consider how political

institutions can be designed in order to encourage the development of high quality policies. For

example, what if the identities of the proposers can actually be chosen by the decisionmaker, as in

a legislature that collectively decides who will occupy its committee chairmanships? Relatedly, what

if there are already existing policy developers, but they can be subsidized with resources from the

decisionmaker? What if it is not the identities of the developers that can be chosen but that of the
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decisionmaker, as in the appointment of an agency head who will consider policy proposals from career

staff and/or outside interest groups? Finally, what if the decisionmaker is not a unitary actor but a

collective choice body, as in a legislature? What sorts of collective choice rules will best encourage the

development of high quality legislation?
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Online Appendix

This Appendix is divided into two parts. Appendix A is a linear and self-contained treatment of

the model with its own lemmas and propositions. Appendix B describes where to locate each result

stated in the main text propositions in the general treatment in Appendix A.
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A General Treatment

We begin with a slightly more general formulation of the model than stated in the main text. Two

proposers labelled −1 (left) and 1 (right) develop competing policies for consideration by a decision-

maker (DM), labelled player 0. A policy (γ, q) consists of an ideology γ ∈ R and a level of quality

q ∈ [0,∞) = R+. Utility over proposals takes the form

Ui (γ, q) = λq − (γ −Xi)
2 ,

where Xi is player i′s ideological ideal point, and λ is the weight all players place on quality. The

proposers’ ideal points are on either side of the decisionmaker (X−1 < XD < X1).

The game is as follows. First, the proposers simultaneously choose proposals (γi, qi). Making a

proposal with quality qi costs ci (qi) = aiqi up-front, where ai > λ. Second, the DM chooses one of the

two proposals or something else from an exogenous set of outside options O, where O may contain the

DM’s ideal point with no quality (0, 0) and/or proposals that are strictly worse (and can be empty).

A.1 Preliminary Analysis

The game is a multidimensional contest in which the scoring rule applied to “bids” (γ, q) is just the

DM’s utility UD (γ, q) = λq − (XD − γ)2 . To facilitate the analysis we thus reparameterize proposals

(γ, q) to be expressed in terms of (s, y), where y = γ − XD is the (signed) distance of a proposal’s

ideology from the DM’s ideal, and s = λq − y2 is the DM’s utility for a proposal, or its score. The

implied quality of a proposal (s, y) is then q = s+y2

λ . Using this we re-express the proposers’ utility

and cost functions in terms of (s, y). Note that the decisionmaker’s ideal point with 0-quality has

exactly 0 score, and is the most competitive “free” proposal to make.

Definition A.1.

1. Player i’s utility for proposal (s, y) is

Vi (s, y) = Ui

(
y +XD,

s+ y2

λ

)
= −x2

i + s+ 2xiy
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where xi = Xi −XD is the (signed) distance of i’s ideal from the DM.

2. Proposer i’s cost to make proposal (s, y) is

ci

(
s+ y2

λ

)
=
ai
λ

(
s+ y2

)
= αi

(
s+ y2

)

where αi = ai
λ is i’s weighted marginal cost of generating quality.

Definition 1 reparameterizes proposals into score and ideological distance (henceforth just ideology)

(s, y), and the five primitives (Xi, ai, λ) into four parameters (xi, αi) describing the proposers’ (signed)

ideal ideological distance from the DM xi = Xi − XD (henceforth just ideal ideology) and weighted

marginal costs of generating quality αi = aiλ (henceforth just costs). Note that this notation differs

slightly from the main text, where xi and y denote the unsigned distance of a proposer’s ideal point

and an ideological location from the DM.

A.1.1 Necessary and Sufficient Equilibrium Conditions

In the reparameterized game, a proposer’s pure strategy (si, yi) is a two-dimensional element of

B ≡
{

(s, y) ∈ R2 | s+ y2 ≥ 0
}

. A mixed strategy σi is a probability measure over the Borel subsets of

B, and let Fi (s) denote the CDF over scores induced by i’s mixed strategy σi.
8

We now derive necessary and sufficient equilibrium conditions in a series of four lemmas. Let

Π̄i (si, yi;σ−i) denote i’s expected utility for making proposal (si, yi) with si ≥ 0 if a tie would be

broken in her favor. Clearly this is i’s expected utility from making a proposal at any si > 0 where −i

has no atom, and i can always achieve utility arbitrarily close to Π̄i (si, yi;σ−i) by making ε−higher

score proposals. Now Π̄i (si, yi;σ−i) =

− αi
(
si + y2

i

)
+ F−i (si) · Vi (si, yi) +

∫

s−i>si

Vi (s−i, y−i) dσ−i. (A.1)

The first term is the up-front cost of generating the proposal’s quality. The second term is the

probability i’s proposal is selected, times her utility for it. The third term is i’s utility should she

8For technical convenience we restrict attention to strategies generating score CDFs that can be written as the sum
of an absolutely continuous and a discrete distribution.
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lose, which requires integrating over all her opponent’s proposals with higher score than si. Taking

the derivative with respect to yi yields the first Lemma.

Lemma A.1. At any score si > 0 where F−i (·) has no atom, the proposal (si, y
∗
i (si)), where y∗i (si) =

F−i (si) · xiαi , is the strictly best score-si proposal.

Proof: Straightforward. QED

Lemma A.1 states that at almost every score si > 0, proposer i’s unique best combination of

ideology and quality to generate that score is just a weighted average of the proposer’s and DM’s ideal

ideologies xi
αi

, multiplied by the probability F−i (si) that i’s opponent makes a lower-score proposal.

Note that i′s optimal ideology does not depend directly on her opponent −i’s ideologies, since a

proposal’s ideology (holding score fixed) only matters conditional on winning. The optimal ideology

also depends on the exact score si only indirectly through probability F−i(si) the proposal wins the

contest, since i’s utility conditional on winning is additively separable in score and ideology.

The second lemma establishes that at least one of the proposers is always active, in the sense of

making a proposal with strictly positive score (all positive-score proposals are positive-quality, but the

reverse is not necessarily true).

Lemma A.2. In equilibrium Fk (0) > 0 for at most one k ∈ {L,R}.

Proof: Suppose not, so Fi (0) > 0 ∀i in some equilibrium. Let U∗i denote proposer i’s equilibrium

utility, which can be achieved by mixing according to her strategy conditional on making score-

s ≤ 0 proposal. Let ȳ0 denote the expected ideological outcome and s̄0 the expected score outcome

conditional on both sides making score ≤ 0 proposals. Since xL < 0 < xR, we have Vk
(
s̄0, ȳ0

)
≤

Vk (0, 0) for at least one k, which implies k has a profitable deviation since U∗k ≤ Π̄k (0, 0;σ−k) <

Π̄k (0, y∗k (0) ;σ−k) (since F−k (0) > 0). QED

The third Lemma establishes that in equilibrium there is 0 probability of a tie at a positive score.

Lemma A.3. In equilibrium there is 0-probability of a tie at scores s > 0.

Proof: Suppose not, so each proposer’s strategy generates an atom of size psi > 0 at some s > 0.

Proposer i achieves her equilibrium utility U∗i by mixing according to her strategy conditional on a
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score-s proposal. Let ȳs denote the expected ideological outcome conditional on both sides making

score-s proposals; then Vk (s, ȳs) ≤ Vk (s, 0) for at least one k, who has a profitable deviation. If k’s pro-

posal at score s is (s, 0), then U∗k ≤ Π̄k (s, 0;σ−k) < Π̄k (s, y∗k (s) ;σ−k) (since F−k (s) > 0). If k some-

times proposes something else, then U∗k <
(

1− p−k
F−k(s)

)
Π̄k (s, E [yk|s] ;σ−k) +

(
p−k

F−k(s)

)
Π̄k (s, 0;σ−k),

which is k’s utility if she were to instead propose (s, 0) with probability
p−k

F−k(s) , and the expected

ideology E [yk|s] of her strategy at score s with the remaining probability (and always win ties). QED

Lemmas A.1 – A.3 jointly imply that in equilibrium, proposer i can compute her expected utility

as if her opponent only makes proposals of the form
(
s−i, y

∗
−i (s−i)

)
. The utility from making any

proposal (si, yi) with si > 0 where −i has no atom (or a tie would be broken in i’s favor) is therefore

Π̄∗i (si, yi;F ) =

− αi
(
si + y2

i

)
+ F−i (si) · Vi (si, yi) +

∫

si

∞
Vi
(
s−i, y

∗
−i (s−i)

)
dF−i. (A.2)

Proposer i’s utility from making the best proposal with score si is Π̄∗i (si, y
∗
i (si) ;F ), which we hence-

forth denote Π̄∗i (si;F ).

Fourth and finally, we establish that equilibrium score CDFs must satisfy the following natural

properties arising from the all pay component of the contest.

Lemma A.4. Support of the equilibrium score CDFs over R+ is common, convex, and includes 0.

Proof: We first argue ŝ > 0 in support of Fi → F−i (s) < F−i (ŝ) ∀s < ŝ. Suppose not; so ∃s < ŝ

where −i has no atom and F−i (s) = F−i (ŝ). Then Π̄i (ŝ, yi;F ) − Π̄i (s, yi;F ) = − (αi − F−i (ŝ)) ·

(ŝ − s) < 0, implying i’s best score-s proposal is strictly better than her best score-ŝ proposal, a

contradiction. We now argue this yields the desired properties. First, an ŝ > 0 in i’s support but

not −i implies ∃ δ > 0 s.t. F−i (s− δ) = F−i (s). Next, if the common support were not convex

or did not include 0, then there would ∃ ŝ > 0 in the common support s.t. neither proposer has

support immediately below, so Fi (s) < Fi (ŝ) ∀i, s < ŝ would imply both proposers have atoms at ŝ,

a contradiction. QED

We conclude by combining the preceding lemmas to state a preliminary characterization of all

equilibria in the form of necessary and sufficient conditions.
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Proposition A.1. Necessary conditions for SPNE are as follows:

1. (Ideological Optimality) With probability 1, proposals are either

(a) negative score si ≤ 0 and 0-quality
(
si + y2

i = 0
)

(b) positive score si > 0 with ideology yi = y∗i (si) =
(
xi
αi

)
F−i (si) .

2. (Score Optimality) The profile of score CDFs (Fi, F−i) satisfy the following boundary condi-

tions and differential equations.

• (Boundary Conditions) Fk (0) > 0 for at most one proposer k, and there ∃s̄ > 0 such

that lim
s→s̄
{Fi (s)} = 1 ∀i.

• (Differential Equations) For all i and s ∈ [0, s] ,

αi − F−i (s) = f−i (s) · 2xi
(
y∗i (s)− y∗−i (s)

)

The above and Fi (s) = 0 ∀i, s < 0 are sufficient for equilibrium.

Proof: (Score Optimality) A score ŝ > 0 in the common support implies [0, ŝ] in the common

support (by Lemma A.4) implying lims→ŝ−
{

Π̄i (s;F )
}
≥ U∗i . Equilibrium also requires Π̄i (s;F ) ≤ U∗i

∀s so Π̄i (s;F ) = U∗i ∀s ∈ [0, s̄], further implying the F ’s are absolutely continuous over (0,∞) (given

our initial assumptions), and therefore ∂
∂s (Π∗i (s;F )) = 0 for almost all s ∈ [0, s̄]. This straightfor-

wardly yields the differential equations for score optimality, with the boundary conditions implied by

Lemma A.4. (Ideological Optimality) At most one proposer (k) makes ≤ 0-score proposals with posi-

tive probability, so F−k (0) = 0. Such proposals lose for sure and never influence a tie, and therefore

must be 0-quality with probability 1, yielding property (a). Atomless score CDFs ∀s > 0 implies

(s, y∗i (s)) is the strictly best score-s proposal (by Lemma A.1), yielding property (b). (Sufficiency)

Necessary conditions imply all (s, y∗i (s)) with s ∈ (0, s̄] yield a constant U∗i . F−k (0) = 0 implies

k’s strictly best score−0 proposal is (0, y∗k (0)) = (0, 0) and yields Π̄k (0;F ), and Fk (s) = 0 for

s < 0 implies k has a size Fk (0) atom here. Thus both proposers’ mixed strategies yield U∗i , and

neither can profitably deviate to s ∈ (0, s̄]. To see neither can profitably deviate to s > s̄, observe

Π∗i (s;F )−Π∗i (s̄;F ) = − (αi − 1) (s− s̄) < 0. To see k cannot profitably deviate to sk ≤ 0, F−k (0) = 0
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implies such proposals lose and never influence a tie, and so yield utility ≤ U∗k . To see −k cannot prof-

itably deviate to s−k ≤ 0, observe all such proposals result in either (0, y−k) or (0, 0) when sk ≤ 0 (since

the DM’s other choices are (0, 0) and O), and thus yield utility ≤ max
{

Π̄−k (0, 0;F ) , Π̄−k (0, y−k;F )
}

which is ≤ U∗−k. QED

A.1.2 Preliminary Observations about Equilibria

Proposition A.1 implies that all equilibria have a simple form. At least one proposer (henceforth

labelled −k) is always active – thus, competition not only strictly benefits the DM in expectation, but

with probability 1. The other proposer (henceforth labelled k) may also always be active (Fk (0) = 0),

or be inactive with strictly positive probability (Fk (0) > 0). Inactivity may manifest as proposing the

DM’s ideal point with no quality (0, 0), or as “position-taking” with more distant 0-quality proposals

that always lose (sk < 0 and sk + y2
k = 0). However, any equilibrium exhibiting the latter is payoff-

equivalent to one exhibiting the former; we thus focus on the former for comparative statics.9 When

either proposer i is active, she mixes smoothly over the ideologically-optimal proposals (s, y∗i (s)) =
(
s, xiαiF−i (s)

)
with scores in a common mixing interval [0, s̄] according to the CDF Fi (s).10

The differential equations characterizing the equilibrium score CDFs arise intuitively from the

proposers’ indifference condition over [0, s]. The left hand side is i′s net marginal cost of making

a higher-score proposal, given a fixed probability F−i (s) of winning the contest; the proposer pays

marginal cost αi > 1 for sure, but with probability F−i (s) her proposal is chosen and she enjoys

a marginal benefit of 1 (because she values quality). The right hand side represents i′s marginal

ideological benefit of increasing her score. Doing so increases by f−i (s) the probability that her

proposal wins, which changes the ideological outcome from her opponent’s optimal ideology y∗−i (s) at

score s to her own optimal ideology y∗i (s).

9Profiles with “position-taking” are equilibria if the position-taking does not invite a deviation by −k to negative
scores; whether this is the case depends on k’s score-CDF below 0 and the DM’s outside options O. When (0, 0) ∈ O the
necessary conditions are also sufficient.

10Technically, the proposition does not state that the support interval is also bounded (s̄ <∞), but this is later shown
indirectly through the analytical equilibrium derivation.
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A.2 Activity, Strength, Dominance, and Ideology

We first derive properties of equilibrium that do not require a complete characterization of the equilib-

rium score CDFs. To do so we use the following simple result that describes the equilibrium relationship

between the proposers’ score CDFs.

Lemma A.5. In any SPNE, εi (F−i (s)) = ε−i (Fi (s)) ∀s ≥ 0, where

εi (p) =

∫ 1

p

|xi|
αi − q

dq = |xi| log

(
αi − p
αi − 1

)

Proof: Rearranging the differential equation in score optimality yields f−i(s)·|xi|
αi−F−i(s) = fi(s)·|x−i|

α−i−Fi(s)

∀s ∈ [0, s̄] →
∫ s̄
s
f−i(s)·|xi|
αi−F−i(s)ds =

∫ s̄
s
fi(s)·|x−i|
α−i−Fi(s)ds ∀s ∈ [0, s̄]; a change of variables and the boundary

condition Fi (s̄) = 1 yields
∫ s̄
s
f−i(s)·|xi|
αi−F−i(s)ds =

∫ 1
F−i(s)

|xi|
αi−qdq = εi (F−i (s)). The relationship holds

trivially for s > s̄. QED

We refer to the property in Lemma A.5 as the engagement equality. To see why, observe that

the decreasing function εi (p) captures i’s relative willingness to deviate from a proposal winning with

probability p to one that wins for sure (since the marginal ideological benefit of moving policy in her

direction is |xi|, and the net marginal cost of increasing score on a proposal winning the contest with

probability q is αi−q). We call this function i’s engagement at probability p. The engagement equality

εi (F−i (s)) = ε−i (Fi (s)) states that at every score s ≥ 0 both proposers must be equally engaged

given the resulting probabilities of winning the contest, and therefore equally willing to deviate to the

maximum score s̄. It is easily verified that εi (1) = 0 ∀i and εi (p) is strictly increasing in |xi| and

decreasing in αi ∀p ∈ [0, 1).

Usefully, the engagement equality implies a simple functional relationship between the players’

score CDFs that must hold in equilibrium regardless of their exact values. Letting

pi (ε) = αi − (αi − 1) e
ε

|xi|

denote the inverse of εi (p) (which is decreasing in p, increasing in |xi|, and decreasing in αi) equilibrium

requires that Fi (s) = p−i (εi (F−i (s))) ∀s ∈ [0, s̄].
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A.2.1 Activity and Strength

We first use the engagement equality to derive the identity of the sometimes-inactive proposer k and

the probability Fk (0) that she is sometimes inactive, as well as perform comparative statics on Fk (0).

Proposition A.2. In equilibrium k ∈ arg min
i
{εi (0)} and

Fk (0) = p−k (εk (0)) = α−k − (α−k − 1)

(
αk

αk − 1

)
∣∣∣∣ xkx−k

∣∣∣∣
.

The probability k is inactive Fk (0) is decreasing in her distance from the DM |xk| and her oppo-

nent’s quality costs α−k, and increasing in her opponent’s distance from the DM |x−k| and her

own quality costs αk. In addition, lim|xk|→0 {Fk (0)} = lim|x−k|→∞ {Fk (0)} = limαk→∞ {Fk (0)} =

limα−k→1 {Fk (0)} = 1.

Proof: Suppose εk (0) < ε−k (0); then Fk (0) = 0 and the engagement equality would imply

F−k (0) < 0, a contradiction. Since Fi (0) = 0 for some i we must have F−k (0) = 0 and Fk (0) =

p−k (εk (0)) > 0. Comparative statics and limit statements follow from previous observations on εi (·)

and pi (·). QED

The sometimes-inactive proposer is thus the one with the lowest engagement at probability 0 – that

is, who is least willing to participate in the contest entirely.

We next use the engagement equality to derive the players’ probabilities of victory.

Proposition A.3. In equilibrium the probability proposer k loses the contest is

∫ 1

0
p−k (εk (p)) dp =

∫ 1

0


α−k − (α−k − 1)

(
αk − p
αk − 1

)
∣∣∣∣ xkx−k

∣∣∣∣ dp

which is decreasing in her distance from the DM |xk| and her opponent’s quality costs α−k, and

increasing in her opponent’s distance from the DM |x−k| and her own quality costs αk.

Proof: The probability k loses the contest is
∫ s̄

0 f−k (s)Fk (s) ds; applying the engagement equality

this is
∫ s̄

0 p−k (εk (F−k (s))) f−k (s) ds, and applying a change of variables of F−k (s) for p (recalling

F−k(0) = 0) yields the result. QED
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The probability k loses thus obeys the same comparative statics as her probability of inactivity.

Somewhat paradoxically, she becomes less likely to win when her preferences are closer to the DM or

her opponent’s are more distant. More intuitively, she becomes more likely to win if she is more able

or her opponent less able.

A.2.2 Dominance

In the standard asymmetric two-player all-pay contest there is always an unambiguously weaker player,

who makes bids that are first-order stochastically worse for the DM. In the present contest, in contrast,

there may be no unambiguously weaker player in this sense.

Proposition A.4. Proposer i is dominated (F−i (s) < Fi (s) ∀s ∈ (0, s̄)) i.f.f. she is less engaged at

every probability p (εi (p) < ε−i (p) ∀p ∈ (0, 1)). Equivalently, she is dominated i.f.f. both
∫ 1

0
|xi|
αi−qdq ≤∫ 1

0
|x−i|
α−i−qdq and |xi|

αi−1 ≤
|x−i|
α−i−1 , where the latter condition is stronger than the former i.f.f. i has a

cost advantage.

Proof: Lemma A.5 and the engagement function εi (p) strictly decreasing when p ∈ [0, 1) imme-

diately implies sign (ε−k (F−k (s))− εk (F−k (s))) = sign (Fk (s)− F−k (s)) ∀s ∈ [0, s̄), which straight-

forwardly yields the first statement. Now let δ (p) = ε−k (p) − εk (p) , so δ (0) ≥ 0 = δ (1). We argue

δ′ (1) ≤ 0 is necessary and sufficient. For necessity, δ′ (1) > 0 = δ (1) → δ (p) < 0 in a neighborhood

below 1. For sufficiency, it is easily verified that δ′ (p) = |xk|
αk−p −

|x−k|
α−k−p crosses 0 at most once when

the proposers are asymmetric; thus δ (0) ≥ 0 = δ (1) ≥ δ′ (0) implies δ (p) strictly quasi-concave over

[0, 1] and δ (p) > min {δ (0) , δ (1)} ≥ 0 for p ∈ (0, 1).

We last argue δ (0) ≥ 0 and αk > α−k → δ′ (1) < 0. Observe that αk < αk and δ′ (0) = xk
αk
− x−k

α−k
≤

0 → δ′ (1) = |xk|
αk

(
1

1−1/αk

)
− |x−k|α−k

(
1

1−1/α−k

)
< 0. If δ′ (0) ≤ 0 we are done; if δ′ (0) > 0 then

δ′ (1) ≥ 0→ δ′ (p) > 0 ∀p ∈ [0, 1)→ δ (1) > 0, a contradiction. QED

Clearly, a proposer k who is both less extreme (|xk| ≤ |x−k|) and less able (αk ≥ α−k) (with

one strict) satisfies both conditions and is therefore dominated. However, when one proposer is more

extreme while the other is more able, then lower engagement at probability 0 is necessary but not

sufficient for the more able proposer to be dominated.
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A.2.3 Ideology

Lastly, the engagement equality directly yields simple expressions for the probability distribution over

the ideology of each player’s proposals.

Proposition A.5. Let Gi (y) = Pr (|yi| ≤ |y|) denote the probability that i’s proposal is closer to the

DM than y. Then

Gi (y) = p−i

(
εi

(
y

xi/αi

))
= α−i − (α−i − 1)

(
xi − y

xi − xi/αi

)∣∣∣ xix−i ∣∣∣
,

which is first-order stochastically increasing in i’s extremism |xi|, decreasing in her costs αi, decreasing

in her opponent’s extremism |x−i|, and increasing in her opponent’s costs αi.

Proof: Proposer i’s ideology at score s is y∗i (s) = xi
αi
F−i (s) (from ideological optimality), so

F−i (s∗i (y)) = y
xi/αi

where s∗i (y) is the inverse of y∗i (s). That is, the probability −i makes a proposal

with score ≤ s∗i (y) is y
xi/αi

. Now the probability G(y) that i makes a proposal closer to the DM than

y is Fi (s∗i (y)), which is = p−i (εi (F−i (s∗i (y)))) = p−i

(
εi

(
y

xi/αi

))
from the engagement equality.

Comparative statics are straightforward. QED

When a proposer i becomes more ideologically extreme (higher |xi|) or able (lower αi), she makes

first-order stochastically more extreme proposals. Proposer i’s opponent −i reacts to i becoming more

extreme or more able by moderating the ideological extremism of her own proposals.

A.3 Payoffs

We complete the analysis by calculating payoffs. This requires first characterizing score CDFs Fi (s)

satisfying Proposition A.1, which are shown constructively to be unique.

Proposition A.6. The unique score CDFs over s ≥ 0 satisfying Proposition A.1 are Fi (s) =

p−i (ε (s)) ∀i, where ε (s) is the inverse of

s (ε) = 2

∫ εk(0)

ε

∑

j

|xj |
αj

pj (ε̂) dε̂.
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The inverse score CDFs are si (Fi) = s (ε−i (Fi)) ∀i, and the score targetted at each ideology is

sYi (y) = s
(
εi

(
y

xi/αi

))
. The function s (ε) is strictly increasing in xi and strictly decreasing in αi

∀ε ∈ [0, εk (0)), and the maximum score is s̄ = s (0).

Proof: From the engagement equality εi (F−i (s)) =
∫ 1
F−i(s)

|xi|
αi−qdq = ε (s) ∀i, s for some ε(s). We

characterize the unique ε (s) implying score CDFs Fi (s) = p−i (ε (s)) and optimal ideologies yi (s) =

xi
αi
pi (ε (s)) that satisfy score optimality. First observe that ε′ (s) = fi (s) ε′−i (Fi (s)) = − f−i(s)|xi|

αi−F−i(s) .

Next the differential equations may be rewritten as αi−F−i(s)
f−i(s)·|xi| = 2

∑
j yj (s). Substituting the preced-

ing observations into both sides yields 1
ε′(s) = −2

∑
j
xj
αj
pj (ε (s)), and rewriting in terms of the inverse

s (ε) yields s′ (ε) = −2
∑

j
|xj |
αj
pj (ε). Lastly εk (F−k (s)) = ε (s) and F−k (0) = 0 imply the boundary

condition s (εk (0)) = 0 so s (ε) =
∫ εk(0)
ε −s′ (ε̂) dε̂ = 2

∫ εk(0)
ε

∑
j
|xj |
αj
pj (ε̂) dε̂. Now s (ε) is straightfor-

wardly increasing in |xi| and decreasing in αi given previous observations about pj (ε̂). QED

The maximum score s̄ thus changes continuously with the parameters of both proposers, even

when one is dominant. This contrasts with the standard 2-player all pay contest, where the mixing

interval is unaffected by the parameters of the stronger player.

The preceding characterization transparently yields the following comparative statics.

Corollary A.1. Increasing a proposer’s extremism |xi| or decreasing her costs αi first-order stochas-

tically increases her own score CDF, but has ambiguous effects on her opponent’s score CDF.

To see that the effect of a proposer’s parameters on her opponent’s score CDF is necessarily ambiguous,

suppose that the always-active proposer −k becomes even more extreme or able. Then her opponent

k becomes less likely to be active, but also the range of scores [0, s̄] over which she mixes when she

is active increases. She thus has a higher probability of making very high-score proposals, even while

she is simultaneously less likely to enter the contest.

A.3.1 Proposer Payoffs

Using Proposition A.6, the proposers’ equilibrium payoffs are as follows.

Proposition A.7. Proposer i’s equilibrium utility is Π∗i (s̄;F ∗) = −
(

1− 1
αi

)
x2
i − (αi − 1) s̄, which

is decreasing in her own costs αi as well as either players’ extremism |xj | ∀j, and increasing in her

opponent’s costs α−i.
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Proof: A proposer’s equilibrium utility is straightforward since (s̄, y∗i (s̄)) is in the support of their

strategy and wins for sure. Comparative statics of a proposer’s i’s parameters on her opponent −i’s

utility, as well as of xi on her own utility, follow immediately from previously-shown statics on s̄ = s (ε).

Taking the derivative with respect to αi, substituting in ∂
∂αi

(
pi(ε)
αi

)
=

xip
′
i(ε)

(αi−1)α2
i
, ∂εk(0)

∂αk
= − |xk|

αk(αk−1) ,

− p′i(ε)xi
αi−pi(ε) = 1, performing a change of variables, and rearranging the expression yields −1i=k ·

2
∫ εk(0)

0
|x−k|
α−k

(
p−k (ε)−

(
αk log

(
αk
αk−1

))−1
p−k (εk (0))

)
dε−

(
|xi|
αi

)2 (
1 + 2

∫ 1
pi(εk(0))

(
αip
αi−p − 1

))
dp. The

first term is negative since p−k (ε) > p−k (εk (0)) for ε < εk (0) and 1
αk

<
∫ 1

0
1

αk−pdp = log
(

αk
αk−1

)
. The

second term is also negative since 1+2
∫ 1
pi(εk(0))

(
αip
αi−p − 1

)
> (1− pi (εk (0)))+2

∫ 1
pi(εk(0))

(
αip
αi
− 1
)

=
∫ 1
pi(εk(0)) (2p− 1) dp ≥ 0. QED

A proposer’s equilibrium utility has two components. The first −
(

1− 1
αi

)
x2
i is her utility if she

could make proposals as a “monopolist” (and the DM’s outside option included (0, 0)). The second

− (αi − 1) s̄ is the cost generated by competition, which forces her to make proposals that leave the DM

strictly better off than the best “free” proposal (0, 0) in order to maintain influence. This competition

cost is increasing in i’s marginal cost αi of generating quality (holding s̄ fixed) as well as the maximum

score s̄, which in turn is increasing in both proposers’ ideological extremism and decreasing in their

costs everywhere in the parameter space. A proposer is thus strictly harmed when her competitor

becomes more extreme or able. This is distinct from all pay contests without spillovers (Siegel (2009)),

where the equilibrium utility of the “sometimes inactive” player is pinned at her fixed value for losing.

A proposer also worse off when her own preference become more distant from the decisionmaker.

Finally, a proposer is worse off when her costs of producing quality increase – even though there

is a countervailing effect of reducing the intensity of competition (and indeed, the competition cost

(αi − 1)s̄ alone is not generically monotonic in αi).

A.3.2 DM Payoffs

Lastly, again using Proposition A.6 the DM’s equilibrium utility and the proposers’ average scores

(which bound the DM’s utility from below) are as follows.
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Proposition A.8. The DM’s equilibrium utility is U∗DM =
∫ 0
εk(0) s (ε) · ∂∂ε

(
∏
j
pj (ε)

)
dε =

2

∫ εk(0)

0


1−

∏

j

pj (ε)


 ·


∑

j

|xj |
αj

pj (ε)


 dε

Proposer i’s average score is E [si] =
∫ 0
εk(0) s (ε) · ∂∂ε (p−i (ε)) dε =

2

∫ εk(0)

0
(1− p−i (ε)) ·


∑

j

|xj |
αj

pj (ε)


 dε

Proof: Fi (s)F−i (s) is the CDF of max{si, s−i} so the DM’s utility is
∫ s̄

0 s · ∂∂s

(
∏
j
Fj (s)

)
ds =

∫ s̄
0 s · ∂∂s

(
∏
j
pj (ε (s))

)
ds. A change of variables from s to ε yields the first expression and integration

by parts and rearranging yields the second. A nearly identical series of steps yields i’s average score.

QED

Direct comparative statics on the DM’s utility U∗DM are difficult because changing a proposer’s pa-

rameters has mixed effects on her opponent’s score CDF. We thus consider two special cases; breaking

symmetry, and the limiting cases of extreme imbalance. The effect of breaking symmetry is as follows.

Proposition A.9. When the proposers are symmetric (|xi| = |x−i| and αi = α−i), the DM’s utility

is locally increasing eithers’ extremism or ability.

Proof: First differentiating the DM’s utility U∗DM with respect to |x−k| and applying symmetry yields

2
α

∫ ε(0)
0

((
1− 3 (p (ε))2

)
· x∂p(ε)∂x +

(
1− (p (ε))2

)
p (ε)

)
dε which is transparently≥ 2 xα

∫ ε(0)
0

(
1− 3 (p (ε))2

)
∂p(ε)
∂x dε.

Now substituting ∂p(ε)
∂x = − log

(
α−p(ε)
α−1

)
p′ (ε) and a change of variables yields 2 xα

∫ 1
0

(
1− 3p2

)
log
(
α−p
α−1

)
dp =

2 xα
∫ 1

0

(
p−p3
α−p

)
dp > 0. Next differentiating U∗DM w.r.t. α−k and applying symmetry yields

2x
∫ ε(0)

0

((
1− (p (ε))2

)
∂
∂α

(
p(ε)
α

)
− 2

α (p (ε))2 ∂p(ε)
∂α

)
dε. Substituting ∂

∂α

(
p(ε)
α

)
= x

(α−1)α2 p
′ (ε), ∂p(ε)

∂α =

−
(

1−p(ε)
α−1

)
, − p′(ε)x

α−p(ε) = 1, rearranging, and a change of variables yields 2x2

(α−1)α2

∫ 1
0

(
2p2

(
α−αp
α−p

)
−
(
1− p2

))
dp <

0. QED

The DM thus strictly benefits locally if symmetry between the players is broken by one becoming more
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extreme or able – even though the other also becomes less active. The effect of extreme asymmetries

is as follows.

Proposition A.10. The DM’s utility exhibits the following limiting behavior

0 = lim
αi→∞

U∗DM = lim
xi→0

U∗DM < lim
xi→∞

U∗DM =∞

and limαi→1 U
∗
DM = 2xk

∫ 1
0

(
1−p
αk−p

)
·
(
xk
αk
p+ x−k

)
dp, which is strictly increasing in xk and strictly

decreasing in αk.

Proof: Observe that E [s−k] ≤ U∗DM ≤ s̄. For the first two limiting statements it is easily verified that

s̄→ 0 as αk →∞ or xk → 0. For the third limiting statement observe that E [s−k] ≥ |x−k|α−k
p−k (εk (0)) ·

2
∫ εk(0)

0 (1− pk (ε)) dε which → ∞ as |x−k| → ∞ since the first term → ∞ and the remaining terms

are non-decreasing. For the fourth limiting statement, using the definition in Proposition A.8 and

that limα−k→1 {p−k (ε)} = 1 ∀ε ∈ [0, εk (0)] yields a limit of 2
∫ εk(0)

0 (1− pk (ε)) ·
(
xk
αk
pk (ε) + x−k

)
dε.

Observing that − p′k(ε)xk
αk−pk(ε) = 1, substituting into the expression, and applying a change of variables

yields the expression, which straightforwardly obeys the stated comparative statics. QED

If an extreme imbalance is the result of one proposer’s incompetence or ideological moderation,

the DM’s utility approaches 0, her utility if −i were a “monopolist” (and the DM’s outside options

included (0, 0)). (Proposer −i’s utility also approaches her utility if she were a monopolist). However,

if extreme imbalance is the result of one proposer’s greater ability to produce quality (specifically, if

her marginal cost of producing quality approaches its intrinsic value), then the DM’s utility is bounded

away from 0. In this case the DM strictly benefits from the potential for competition, even though

actual competition is almost never observed (since F−i (0) = Fk (0) approaches 1). Finally, unilateral

ideological extremism benefits the decisionmaker in a strong sense; the DM can achieve arbitrarily

high utility with a proposer whose preferences are sufficiently distant from her own.
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B Guide to Main Text Propositions

In this Appendix we “prove” the main text propositions by describing where to locate each stated

result in the preceding general treatment.

Proof of Proposition 1

The distribution over ideologies is provided in Proposition A.5. The score sYi (y) = s
(
εi

(
y

xi/αi

))

at each ideology is provided in Proposition A.6 (which also defines the function s (·)), so the implied

quality is qYi = y2 + s
(
εi

(
y

xi/αi

))
as stated in the main text.

Proof of Proposition 2

This proposition restates a subset of the results provided in Hirsch and Shotts (2015) Propositions 1-3

and Corollary 1.

Proof of Proposition 3

The first statement follows from Proposition A.2 on activity.

The second statement on ideology is an implication of the ideology comparative statics stated in

Proposition A.5, which state that as a proposer becomes unilaterally more extreme her ideologies

become more extreme and her opponent’s ideologies simultaneously become more moderate. To see

this compare strategies when the proposers have the same extremism as the moderate (and therefore

develop symmetrically extreme proposals) to when one proposer becomes more extreme. The second

statement on score follows from the necessary and sufficient conditions for score-dominance in Propo-

sition A.4 – a proposer being more extreme and able with at least one strict is a sufficient condition

for score dominance. Finally, the second statement on quality is an immediately implication of the

extremist having more ideologically extreme but also higher score proposals (first order stochastically).

The third statement is an immediate implication of the second statement.

Proof of Proposition 4

The first bullet point under both “own strategy” and “opponent” strategy follow from Proposition

A.2 on activity. The second bullet point under both “own strategy” and “opponent” strategy follow

from Proposition A.5 on ideology. The third bullet point under “own strategy” is a joint implication
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of the ideology comparative statics in Proposition A.5 and the comparative statics on “own score” in

Corollary A.1. The third bullet point under “opponent strategy” also follows from Corollary A.1 and

the subsequent discussion.

Proof of Proposition 5

Follows immediately from Proposition A.7.

Proof of Proposition 6

The first bullet point is from Proposition A.9. The second and third bullet points are a joint implication

of Propositions A.2 (on activity) and A.10 (on decisionmaker’s welfare).

Proof of Proposition 7

Follows from Propositions A.2, A.4, and A.5 according to an identical argument as in the proof of

Proposition 3.

Proof of Proposition 8

Follows from Proposition A.2, A.5, and Corollary A.1 by an identical argument as in the proof of

Proposition 4.

Proof of Proposition 9

Follows immediately from Proposition A.7.

Proof of Proposition 10

The first bullet point is from Proposition A.9. The second and third bullet points are a joint implication

of Propositions A.2 (on activity) and A.10 (on decisionmaker’s welfare).
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